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President’s Report
I was observing the heavy fuel loads whilst driving south along
the M7 (Western Sydney Orbital), on my way home from Sydney
recently. During that trip, I was considering that our neglect of
these areas has a profound impact upon public safety and the
environment. Many of us like the idea of sharing our backyard with
native wildlife, but we don’t seem to be interested in maintaining a
palatable bushland. We think that we are being nice, by leaving the
bush to grow without control, then we are
horrified when the next big fire has incinerated kangaroos, koalas,
possums, lizards, birds, human habitat and humans.

If we love our wildlife, we need to make their
homes more palatable…
Have you ever noticed that kangaroos seem to like the open
country, they really like to eat at golf courses and manicured
parklands? I heard a rumour that we might see an increase
in koala sanctuaries and I expect that we won’t be allowed to
complete fuel reduction activities in these areas. I fear that these
sanctuaries will end up becoming koala death traps if we don’t
learn to properly manage fuel loads.

Burning gets a Bad Rap
The Volunteer Fire Fighters Association (VFFA) promotes a return
to cool burning practices, with claims that our emergency services
are giving burning a bad rap when they allow burns to run hotter
than they should. It has become the norm to plan a burn, then
knock it over in a week-end. This requires numerous resources
and the introduction of too much fire at one time. A more palatable
approach is to conduct smaller, lower intensity burns over longer
periods but more frequently. This was the way that Aboriginals
managed country. We can all learn a thing or two about cool
burning from Indigenous Australians. For those who are opposed
to burning as a viable form of land management, I suggest that
you take a look at lightning strike maps for NSW.

It would appear that Mother Nature has her own ideas about
burning. It could be said that we have interfered with the natural
process by putting naturally occurring fires out over many
decades. We now have no choice other than attempting to
extinguish natural fires that have occurred on bad weather days.
Should we return to re-light those fires at a more appropriate time,
using cooler burning techniques?
Regardless on any individual view about climate change, we have
to agree that big fuelled fires are not good for anything other than
supporting the big business aspects of firefighting. The cost of
firefighting, recovery and irreversible environmental damage is not
sustainable. It is difficult to argue against the concept of
appropriate land management practices. Appropriate land
management is not limited to burning, we also have an obligation
to control feral animals, weeds and allow grazing of native and
other appropriate domestic animals to eat our fuel. In many
situations, fuel consumption with native and domestic stock is
both economically and ecologically viable

No one wants to use the F Word
Fuel is not a dirty word, yet it seems to be omitted by most when
No one wants to use the F Word
discussing land management, media reporting of fires and forest
Fuel is not a dirty word, yet it seems to be omitted by most when discussing land
health. Themedia
Rural
Fire Service
is responsible for the planning
management,
reporting
of fires and(RFS)
forest health.
The
Fire Service (RFS) isof
responsible
for Fire
the planning
and implementation
of the
andRural
implementation
the Bush
Risk Management
Plan
toBush
Fire Risk Management Plan to protect towns like Tathra.
protect towns like Tathra.
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The VFFA made a recommendation
that scrutiny of the Bush Fire

The VFFA made a recommendation that scrutiny of the Bush Fire Risk Management Plan is
Risk Management Plan is required to determine how 69 homes
required to determine how 69 homes and 35 outbuildings came to be lost on the afternoon
of
18th35
March
2018 in Tathra.
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Audit
practice
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and Investigations Unit. The NSW RFS Commissioner put an end
The BFMCs report that hazard reduction activities have taken place, but the reporting does
to this practice and allowed Bush Fire Management Committees
not always identify if a reasonable quota was reached or if the desired quality of the hazard
reduction
wastoobtained.
(BFMCs)
conduct their own audits.
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It could be said that we have interfered with the natural process by putting naturally
occurring fires out over many decades.
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We now have no choice other than attempting to extinguish natural fires that have occurred
on bad weather days. Should we return to re-light those fires at a more appropriate time,

The results (performance audits) of the BFMC should be reported in the Annual Report of
the NSW RFS. It appears that the NSW RFS annual reports fail to properly identify the
The BFMCs
report
that hazard
reduction
activities
have62taken
performance
of bush
fire management
activities,
as required
under Section
of the Rural
Fires
Act. but the reporting does not always identify if a reasonable
place,
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT continued

quota was reached or if the desired quality of the hazard reduction
was obtained. The results (performance audits) of the BFMC
should be reported in the Annual Report of the NSW RFS. It
appears that the NSW RFS annual reports fail to properly identify
the performance of bush fire management activities, as required
under Section 62 of the Rural Fires Act. An independent, external
audit of Bush Fire Risk Management Plans is the only accurate
way to determine the successful implementation of the plans.

The 2003 inquiry into Australian bushfires, titled “A Nation
Charred” was the largest national bushfire inquiry conducted.

The VFFA has recommended that the NSW Government
establishes an independent auditing process (external to the
NSW RFS) to report on the quality of bush fire risk management
planning and hazard reduction outcomes.

• Intensity at which the fire burns

An independent, external audit of Bush Fire Risk Management Plans is the only accurate
way to determine the successful implementation of the plans. The VFFA has recommended
that the NSW Government establishes an independent auditing process (external to the
NSW RFS) to report on the quality of bush fire risk management planning and hazard
reduction outcomes.

• Rate of spread of the fire

Fuel Reduction

On page 49, 3.9 the Inquiry stated:
“The purpose of fuel reduction, then, is not to prevent wildfires but
rather to mitigate the potential of their threat to life, property and
the environment. The restriction of available fuel, decreases the:

• Flame height and depths, and

Fuel
Reduction
Inquiry,
has recognised that the lack of hazard reduction was a

From what they would otherwise be in the same conditions”.
Uncontrollable wildfires destroy everything – lives, property,
infrastructure, livestock, native animals and the environment.

Every
Federal,
State and Coronial
the 1939spread
Stretton Inquiry,
has recognised
major
contributing
factor inquiry
to thesince
intensity,
and damage
that the lack of hazard reduction was a major contributing factor to the intensity, spread
caused
wildfire.
and
damageby
caused
by wildfire.

What is an Asset?

Every Federal, State and Coronial inquiry since the 1939 Stretton

It is interesting to observe the media frenzy that drives much of
the debate and influences NSW Government inquiries, reports
and recommendations. It is also interesting to note that the
public perception of an asset is vastly different across the state.
It would appear that bricks and mortar is generally considered
as a valuable asset to those of us that live in urban areas, but we
must not forget that there is considerable state-wide investment
It would
appearlivestock,
that bricks and
mortar isstock,
generallybloodline,
considered asfencing,
a valuablemachinery,
asset to those
in crops,
breading
of us that live in urban areas, but we must not forget that there is considerable state-wide
farm sheds,
communications
infrastructure
andmachinery,
other utilities.
investment
in crops,
livestock, breading stock,
bloodline, fencing,
farm sheds,
communications infrastructure and other utilities.
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Image: Sir Ivan Fire - Destruction of Property and Environment
Sir Ivan Fire - Destruction of Property and Environment

Continued on next page >>
Image: Unburnt Tathra Fuel

Unburnt Tathra Fuel

The 2003 inquiry into Australian bushfires, titled “A Nation Charred” was the largest
national bushfire inquiry conducted.
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On page 49, 3.9 the Inquiry stated:

“The purpose of fuel reduction, then, is not to prevent wildfires but rather to mitigate the
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The disconnect that many volunteers are experiencing has b
governments who are asleep at the wheel. The NSW RFS em
rate, is out of control and is leaving a path of environmental
PRESIDENT’S REPORT continued

The VFFA thanks the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party fo
to tackle a range of problems faced by our firefighters and t
by fire.
Voters are well advised to consider the performance of the
when
they
have their say in March next year.
Thank
You

Thank
You
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Volunteer

Council and Representatives,
our
IFirefighters,
would likethetoVFFA
takeExecutive
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to thank our Volunteer
VFFA
Consultants
and
Fire
Scientists,
Sympathetic
Politicians
and
Council and Representatives, our VFFA Consultants and Fire
the many RFS Staff who are also sympathetic to our cause.
Politicians
and the many RFS Staff who are also sympathetic
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make
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Together wewe
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make
a difference.
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Kind Regards
Michael (Mick)
Holton
Michael
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Holton
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inquiry immediate
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Fire
that impacted
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(18th impacted
March 2018) upon
whilst the
inquiry
into theupon
Reedy
Swamp
Fire that
thepeople who
were impacted by the Sir Ivan Fire, in the Dunedoo area (11th February 2017) have only
township
of
Tathra
(18th
March
2018)
whilst
the
people
who were
been afforded a Coroner’s report?
impacted by the Sir Ivan Fire, in the Dunedoo area (11th February

Whilst acknowledging the terrible loses of property and income in the Tathra Fire, the Sir
2017)
have only
been
afforded
a whilst
Coroner’s
report?
Ivan
Fire destroyed
55,000
hectares
of land,
the Tathra
Fire burnt 1,000 hectares of
land. Most of the farmers impacted by the Sir Ivan Fire lost assets and their ability to
generate farm income in that blaze. In contrast, many people who suffer property loses in
Whilst
acknowledging
the
terrible
loses
of property
andBoth
income
urban
areas
are able to return to
paid
work within
a short
period of time.
groups in
of
people
in
the
two
examples
need
to
be
afforded
a
thorough
inquiry
and
support
to help
the Tathra Fire, the Sir Ivan Fire destroyed 55,000 hectares of
land,
prevent similar disasters and to assist with restoration and recovery.

whilst the Tathra Fire burnt 1,000 hectares of land. Most of the

Is this a case of “The further away from the coast, the less important you are to the NSW
farmers
impacted by the Sir Ivan Fire lost assets and their ability to
State
Government?”

generate
income
in that2019
blaze. In contrast, many people who
NSW
Statefarm
General
Election

suffer
loses
in urban
areas
able to return
paid work
The
stateproperty
of NSW needs
volunteer
firefighters
butare
unfortunately
the NSWto
Government
is
allowing
NSW RFS
to continue
along a path that will ultimately lead to the destruction of
within the
a short
period
of time.
volunteer engagement, property and the environment.
Both groups of people in the two examples need to be afforded
a thorough inquiry and support to help prevent similar disasters
and to assist with restoration and recovery. Is this a case of “The
further away from the coast, the less important you are to the
NSW State Government?”

NSW State General Election 2019

President - Volunteer Fire Fighters Association
President
- Volunteer Fire Fighters Association
president@volunteerfirefighters.org.au

president@volunteerfirefighters.org.au

The state of NSW needs volunteer firefighters but unfortunately
the NSW Government is allowing the NSW RFS to continue along
a path that will ultimately lead to the destruction of volunteer
engagement, property and the environment. The disconnect that
many volunteers are experiencing has been allowed to develop by
governments who are asleep at the wheel. The NSW RFS empire
is growing at an alarming rate, is out of control and is leaving a
path of environmental destruction in its’ wake.
The VFFA thanks the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party for their
support and willingness to tackle a range of problems faced by
our firefighters and those who have been impacted by fire. Voters
are well advised to consider the performance of the current NSW
State Government when they have their say in March next year.
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The Tathra Disaster
Key Lessons for Bushfire Management
By Dr Ross Babbage AM

The Tathra
– Keystrong
Lessons
for Bushfire
On Sunday
18 Disaster
March 2018
westerly
winds Management
swept a major
bushfire into the isolatedBycoastal
township
of
Tathra
on the NSW
Dr Ross Babbage AM
South Coast. Many locals were surprised by the scale and speed
of the fire and desperate arrangements were made to transport
On Sunday 18 March 2018 strong westerly winds swept a major bushfire into the
residents
away
from the
path on
of the
fire, mainly
up a coastal
road
isolated
coastal
township
of Tathra
the NSW
South Coast.
Many locals
were
surprised by the scale and speed of the fire and desperate arrangements were made to
to the north.
transport residents away from the path of the fire, mainly up a coastal road to the north.

for effective response. Fuel builds up in the Australian bush at an
average of two tonnes per hectare per year. At 7.5 tonnes per
hectare, a fire propelled by only moderate winds can often be
managed. However, if fuel loads are allowed to increase four times
to 30 tonnes per hectare, the fire intensity is increased by over
17 times. The ignition of fuel loads of this nature in even modest
winds generally results in an uncontrollable wild fire.
It will be very interesting to see what Commissioner Keelty
concludes about the fuel loads that had been permitted to
develop in the approaches to Tathra prior to this disaster. The fuel
loads were very likely a driving factor in the scale and speed of the
fire, the time that the firefighters were given to confront the fire and
the consequences for the extent of housing and other property
losses.

Image: Tathra Fire

Tathra Fire

By
thethe
following
day, the
extent
the damage
was damage
clear. A total
of 69
homes were
Bylate
late
following
day,
theof extent
of the
was
clear.
destroyed together with 30 caravans and cabins. 39 other properties suffered significant
A total of 69 homes were destroyed together with 30 caravans
damage. Fortunately no people died but many community members suffered serious
property
and financial
losses
and a significant
were damage.
traumatised by the
and cabins.
39 other
properties
sufferednumber
significant
experience.

Fortunately no people died but many community members
suffered serious property and financial losses and a significant
number were traumatised by the experience.

Initial press coverage of the fire focused on the adequacy of the
warnings delivered to residents and the speed and coherence of
the response by the relevant fire services. Because of the scale
and nature of public concerns, on 21 March the NSW Government
announced the appointment of former Commissioner of
the Australian Federal Police, Mick Keelty, to undertake an
independent review into the bushfire. The recommendations from
this review may have substantial implications for bushfire
management in NSW and, potentially, further afield.
There were clearly many factors at play in the Tathra fire. However,
only a few were of critical importance to the scale and speed of
the fire and were amenable to human management. One critical
factor that could have been changed was the level and geographic
spread of the fuel loads that had been allowed to build in the
district.
It is obvious that fires run on fuel. The more fuel the greater the fire
intensity, the faster the potential speed of the fire and the less time

The Volunteer FireFighter Winter 2018

There are many small and relatively isolated settlements like
Tathra on the NSW South Coast and local assessments of the fuel
load management system that is currently employed are rarely
complimentary. Local residents and members of RFS brigades in
this district have been gathering relevant data for some years
and have concluded that the fuel load reduction system is overbureaucratic, weak in direction and exceptionally poor in achieving
effective outcomes.
There are major problems on multiple levels. At the very start,
the plans for fuel load reduction are generally developed by
inter-agency committees with the result being a lowest-commondenominator set of plans for burns that are, themselves,
inadequate. Then, even when fuel load reduction plans are agreed,
many pre-conditions need to be met before action can actually be
taken. Large parts of the year are off-limits, moisture levels must
be manageable, weather must be perfect and then relevant staff
have to be available in sufficient numbers for the specific job at
hand. A key consequence of these bureaucratic and regulatory
constraints is that a maximum of only 15-18 days are effectively
available each year to actually get the job done. The practical
result is that fuel load reduction burns are rarely undertaken in
their planned timeframes and many burns that are attempted are
unsuccessful or incomplete.
A further serious problem is that there is no independent audit
and reporting of fuel load reduction operations. There have been
numerous occasions when burns have been unsuccessful or
only partially successful but this failure has not been recorded
accurately and remedial action not taken in reasonable
timeframes, if at all.
Continued on next page >>
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TATHRA BUSHFIRE LESSONS continued

Image: Fuel problems for Potato Point

•

Lack of an effective fire break

Fuel
problems for Potato Point
The end result is that the current system of fuel load
reduction
on the South Coast is seriously deficient. The fuel loads in many
One
the
reasons
that Potato
Point
are deeply worried is that they remember
parts ofof
this
region
have been permitted
to develop
to veryresidents
high
levels. The consequences for bushfire intensity and speed and the
that in 1985 a severe fire was stopped at the outskirts of the village only by a grassland
timeframes that are available for appropriate fire service responses
fire
break some 500 metres wide. However, since that time the National Parks and
are profound.

Wildlife Service has permitted forest to overtake the grassland firebreak so that large
While Tathra has clearly suffered a major disaster, there are other
trees
areon now
growing
right
up risks
to the back fences of houses. Despite the local
communities
the South
Coast that face
even higher
because of the flawspleadings
in the current bushfire
system.of the firebreak as a safety measure, NPWS
community’s
for amanagement
restoration
One such isolated community is Potato Point, located some 74
has
refused.
kilometres north of Tathra. In recent years property owners and
the local Community Association have been very active in pressing

Potato
has many
similarities
tobushfires
Tathra
authoritiesPoint
to substantially
reduce the
risk they face from
•

but progress has been minimal.

Isolated coastal community

Image: One road in and out One
of Potato
Point
road in and
out of Potato Point

One of the reasons that Potato Point residents are deeply worried
However, in contrast to Tathra, Potato Point has just one access road through dense
is that they remember that in 1985 a severe fire was stopped at
forest
into thein
village.
This road
would almost
certainly
be quickly
cut one
in a major
fire with
However,
contrast
to Tathra,
Potato
Point
has just
access
•the outskirts
Surrounded
west,
and
south
no prospect
of anyone getting in or out.
of the village onlyby
by adense
grasslandforest,
fire break some
500north
road through dense forest into the village. This road would almost
The Tathra fire was certainly a tragedy but the reality is that there are numerous other
metres wide. However, since that time the National Parks and
certainly be quickly cut in a major fire with no prospect of anyone
isolated villages, like Potato Point, that are even more vulnerable. It is very likely that in
has permitted
forest to
overtake the grassland
•Wildlife Service
Forest
fuel loads
inexorably
increasing time
getting
they in
tooor
willout.
face a serious fire threat and, in the absence of remedial action,
serious losses of property and, potentially, lives can be expected.
firebreak so that large trees are now growing right up to the back
houses. Despite
local community’s
pleadingsreduction
for
Many
communities
thecertainly
NSW South
havebut
concluded
that the
fuel load
The
Tathra fire on
was
a Coast
tragedy
the reality
is current
that there
•fences of Limited
andtheineffective
hazard
burns
reduction system is not fit-for-purpose. It fails to meet both national and international
a restoration of the firebreak as a safety measure, NPWS has
are numerous
other
isolated
villages,
like Potato
Point,
that areare not
standards,
it is badly
broken
and it needs
to be replaced.
If major
improvements
refused.
made,
disasters,
or worse,
canthat
be expected.
even further
moreTathra-like
vulnerable.
It is very
likely
in time they too will face
Potato Point has many similarities to Tathra
• Isolated coastal community
• Surrounded by dense forest, west, north and south
• Forest fuel loads inexorably increasing
• Limited and ineffective hazard reduction burns
• Lack of an effective fire break
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a serious fire threat and, in the absence of remedial action, serious
losses of property and, potentially, lives can be expected.
Many communities on the NSW South Coast have concluded
that the current fuel load reduction system is not fit-for-purpose. It
fails to meet both national and international standards, it is badly
broken and it needs to be replaced. If major improvements are not
made, further Tathra-like disasters, or worse, can be expected.
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NSW Farmers Association
Bushfires and Mental Health
Report by Sonia O’Keefe,
Chair – by
NSW
Farmers
Rural Affairs Committee
Report
Sonia
O’Keefe,
Chair – NSW Farmers Rural Affairs Committee

Written by Sonia O’Keefe, Chairman - NSW Farmers’ Association
Rural Affairs Committee

The prevention and management of
bushfires
in NSW
continues
to be of
a
The prevention
and
management
priority
issue
for the
NSW
Farmers
Ibushfires
think that
people
reading
this
inmost
NSW
continues
to be
a
Association.
priority issue for the NSW Farmers

magazine have some sense of how
At our Annual
Conference
there
Association.
devastating
a bushfire
can in
beJuly
for those
were
three
motions
passedinresulting
At
our
Annual
Conference
July
there
affected.

from
Sirmotions
Ivan Firepassed
in February.
The
were the
three
resulting
impacts
from
this
devastating
event
from the Sir Ivan Fire in February. Theare
Recently,
Ifelt
received
correspondence
from
still
beingfrom
across
the Coolah/Dunedoo
impacts
this devastating
event are
farmers
who
were
directly
and
tragically
area,
and felt
those
people
are
still
being
across
theimpacted
Coolah/Dunedoo
passionate
that
should
beat
learnt,
impacted
thelessons
Wambelong
Fire
area, and by
those
people
impacted
are
and
changes
made,
to
ensure
that
Coonabarabran
in 2015.should
The letters
were
passionate that lessons
be learnt,
these
events are
better
prepared
for and
and changes
made,
to ensure
that
written
with raw
emotion,
providing
a
responded
toare
in the
future.
these
events
better
prepared for and

candid portrayal of the effect on them.

The first motion
called for the
responded
to in passed
the future.
NSW
Farmers
Association
to push
first motion
passed
called
for the
IThe
received
the letters
because
one
for a Coronial
into the
Ivan
NSW
FarmersInquiry
Association
to Sir
push
person
was veryInquiry
concerned
aboutan
the
Fire.
Coronial
willthe
enable
for a A
Coronial
Inquiry into
Sir Ivan
ongoing
mental
health of
victims.
He was
extensive
investigation
into
the
causes
Fire. A Coronial Inquiry will enable an
of,
preparation
for, response
to,causes
and
requesting
support
frominto
thethe
NSW
Farmers
extensive
investigation
impact
of, the
Those
affected
have
Association
forfire.
suicide
prevention.
He
of,
preparation
for,
response
to, and
repeatedly
requested
the affected
opportunity
impact
of,
the
fire.
Those
have
cited the Wambelong Fire as evidence
to
have their
questionsthe
heard
and
repeatedly
requested
opportunity
of
what people
are living with,
and how
answered
in
an
open
and
transparent
to have their questions heard and
incredibly
harrowing
it
can
be.
process. We
also
believe
is critical to
answered
in an
open
and ittransparent
understand
process. Wewhat
also recommendations
believe it is critical from
to
The
NSW Farmers
Association
very
the
Wambalong
Inquiryiswere
understand
whatCoronial
recommendations
from
implemented
in the
Castlereagh
aware
of mental
health
issues
in zone.
rural
the Wambalong
Coronial
Inquiry
wereand
The second
motion
related
Rural
regional
NSW
have to
forthe
many
years
implemented
inand
thewe
Castlereagh
zone.
Fire
Service
(RFS)
management
of
the
been
workingmotion
to provide
better
services
The second
related
to the
Rural
Sir
Ivan
Fire,We
particularly
interaction
Firefarmers.
Service
(RFS)
management
of the
to
know
thatthe
there
are
many
withIvan
landowners
and farmers
during
Sir
Fire,contribute
particularly
interaction
factors
that
tothe
stress,
and the
the
intense and
period
of theduring
fire.
withmost
landowners
farmers
current drought is yet another example.
the most intense period of the fire.

It was felt that there was significant
disengagement
between
the RFS staff
It was felt that there
was significant
controllingwhat
the deployment
of RFS
resources
However,
had
an enormous
disengagement
between
the
staff
and landholders
on the ground
fighting
controlling
the
deployment
of
resources
impact on me when reading through
the
fire.
It is absolutely
understood
that
andletters
landholders
on the
ground
the
was how
quickly
we, fighting
those
the
RFS
have
a
duty
of
care
to
ensure
the fire. It is absolutely understood that
in
the community
not affected,
move
the
of fire
fighters,
however,
due to
the safety
RFS have
a duty
of care
to ensure
on
with
our
lives.
During
a
catastrophic
poorsafety
communications
andhowever,
engagement
the
of fire fighters,
due to
there
were
situations
where
resources
bushfire
there
is significant
and
poor communications
and media
engagement
could
have
better and
been
allocated.
Thisatis
political
attention,
the
community
there were
situations
where
resources
an
issue
that
the
Association
feels
should
couldcomes
have better
been
This
is
large
together
toallocated.
help wherever
be issue
addressed
outside
of fire seasons
an
that
the
Association
feels
should
possible. This attention and help can
and
large scaleoutside
events;ofso
that
the
be addressed
fire
seasons
go
on for many
months
andare
is in
greatly
relationships
and
systems
place,
and large scale events; so that the
appreciated
by
everyone
affected.
Then,
and
understood
by
everyone,
prior
to
relationships and systems are in place,
being
needed
in
a
critical
situation.
eventually
everyone
begins
to
forget.
and understood by everyone, prior to We
Under
the NSW
Fires
Act volunteers
are
distracted
by
statewide
events
being
needed
in Rural
aother
critical
situation.
and
farmers
have
the
ability
to
engage
and
ourthe
own
issues.
many
Under
NSW
RuralYet
Fires
Actvictims
volunteers
with
the to
RFS
through
on the
and farmers
have
thea participation
ability
to engage
struggle
return
to
life close
to that
Bushfire
Management
Committee (BFMC)
with
the
RFS
through
participation
on the
prior to the fire.

in
each RFS
zone. To foster
better (BFMC)
Bushfire
Management
Committee
participation
in
these
committees
in each RFS zone. To foster betterthis year
In
a RFS
bushfire,
families
loseofhomes
with all
the
heldin
a these
number
workshops
for
participation
committees
this year
the
memories
that
they
hold;
they
lose
committee
members.
The
NSW Farmers
the
RFS held
a number
of workshops
for
Association
has
been
challenged
in
possessions;
theyoften
lose The
infrastructure,
committee members.
NSW
Farmers
filling
these
representative
positions.
After
livestock
andhas
pastures;
they lose
assets in
Association
often been
challenged
attending
a representative
workshop,
I have
a betterAfter
fillingthe
these
positions.
and
ability
to generate
an
income.
understanding
of why. I have a better
attending a workshop,

Occasionally, there is also loss of life. But
It is important that
Government
understanding
of why.
they live with the memories. They live with
understands
the
unique
situation that
It is fear
important
thatexperienced
Government
the
and
terror
during
the
farmers
often
operate
in;
they do that
not
understands the unique situation
fire,
the
relief
and
grief
felt
afterwards.
They
have paid
staffoperate
that have
farmers
often
in; the
theyresources
do not
also
face
the
major
challenge
of
rebuilding
to
coordinate
information
across
all
have paid staff that have the resources
to coordinate information across all

Thank You
Thank You

of
IGA
Kurrajong
Heights.this type of fundraising, as all
The
VFFA
fully endorses
money
donated
goes directly
to their
local Volunteer
The VFFA
fully endorses
this type
of fundraising,
as allRural
Fire
Brigade.
money donated goes directly to their local Volunteer Rural
Fire Brigade.

Photo: Kurrajong Heights IGA proprietor John Flanjak presents a full
fundraising helmet to Kurrajong Heights Rural Fire Brigade members –
Photo: Kurrajong Heights IGA proprietor John Flanjak presents a full
Deputy Captain, Andrew Jones (centre) and Jon Ingersole (right).
fundraising helmet to Kurrajong Heights Rural Fire Brigade members –
Deputy Captain, Andrew Jones (centre) and Jon Ingersole (right).
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Chair
– NSW Farme
Sonia O’Keefe
Sonia O’Keefe
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The prevention
management
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bushfires
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priority
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per the
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to
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that
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will
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process.
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what
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assets
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upseeking
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because
assets
generations
toeveryone
build
implemented
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this
motion
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best
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be
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Sir Ivan
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theNSW
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motion
passed
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the
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and
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X-press Kurrajong Heights
Thank
You
X-press Kurrajong
Heights

LOCALS HELPING LOCALS
LOCALS HELPING LOCALS

The Kurrajong Heights Brigade greatly appreciates the
fundraising
support
helmet
at their
localappreciates
IGA store and
The
Kurrajong
Heights
Brigade
greatly
the have
been delighted
with helmet
the response.
fundraising
support
at their The
localKurrajong
IGA storeHeights
and have
Brigade
would like
thank
their community
for their
been
delighted
withtothe
response.
The Kurrajong
Heights
generouswould
support
mosttheir
particularly
Johnfor
Flanjak
Brigade
likeand
to thank
community
their
of IGA Kurrajong
generous
supportHeights.
and most particularly John Flanjak

NSW Fa

LOCALS

The Kurrajong Heights Brigade greatly appreciates the
fundraising support helmet at their local IGA store and
been delighted with the response. The Kurrajong Heigh
Brigade would like to thank their community for their
generous support and most particularly John Flanjak
of IGA Kurrajong Heights.

The VFFA fully endorses this type of fundraising, as all
money donated goes directly to their local Volunteer Ru
Fire Brigade.

Photo: Kurrajong Heights IGA proprietor John Flanjak presents a full
fundraising helmet to Kurrajong Heights Rural Fire Brigade members –
Deputy Captain, Andrew Jones (centre) and Jon Ingersole (right).
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BUSHFIRES AND MENTAL HEALTH continued
provided, when questions go unanswered,
and when there is no change in practice
– that is when those who lost everything
in a bushfire continue to struggle and their
wellbeing is at significant risk.
It’s about bushfire victims being given the
answers they deserve when shocking
events like the Wambelong Fire and the
Sir Ivan Bushfire take place, to ensure
that best practice can be developed, by
continually learning from past events, and
that we see this commitment by changed
practices on the ground.

We can help to solve the mental
health issues of farmers after a bush
fire by changing the cause, not the
consequence. We don’t need support
afterwards if we address the problem in
the first place. Those affected, at the least,
deserve to be heard, understood and
acknowledged for their experience.

What would make a huge difference to
the wellbeing of people affected, and
potentially improve the management of
bushfires in NSW, is if government and
their agencies accepted responsibility
for their actions and decisions and
took significant measures to achieve
sustainable change.

Following the Wambelong Fire the
Coronial Report by Deputy State Coroner
Magistrate Hugh Dillon included his
assessment that:

All those effected by bushfires and other
natural disasters appreciate the focus
of government attention during and
immediately after these catastrophic
events. However, they also need decision
makers to remember that lives are
irrevocably changed and that community
wellbeing requires many and ongoing
inputs.

“I have also given further thought to
the topic of learning lessons from this
Like the people affected by the
catastrophe. The agencies as organisations
Wambelong Fire, the Sir Ivan Fire victims
have taken a resistant approach that, in my
have asked for a coronial inquiry. These
view, does not flatter them.
farmers want to know that they have a
There is a time to praise the good work
voice and will be listened too. They have
While I accept that as organisations they
that is done, the enormous effort that
very valid opinions of what was done
have made significant efforts to learn and
goes towards fighting a bushfire; and there
well and what should have been done
incorporate
many
of
the
lessons
that
can
is a time to listen to neighbors, volunteers
better, and they have a human right to
be drawn from this fire, I have the strong
and experts about what went wrong, why
be heard. Some of these people suffered
Hey Tony
thisloss
guy
we do it impression
for him...
the bolt with the
hand
thatHe
theywants
regard coronial
and how
it can be done better.
devastating
andrequested
huge mental anguish
recommendations as implied criticisms
during the bushfire that will take years to
Heyrecover
Tonyfrom.
this guy requested we do it for
him...
wants the
bolt with the hand
which
they He
are disinclined
to accept.”

Ph:

02 9791 0563

www.echoboards.net.au

Aussie Switchboards
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Echo Boards & Products are an industry leader &
supplier of custom built & standard steel items to
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boxes, NSW standard meter boxes, meter panels, tee off boxes, temporary meter
boxes, panel surrounds, trays & covers, as well as custom switchboards in
Sydney built to specification.
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Ben Shields

– Mayor Dubbo Regional Council

Minister

Dubbo Regional Councils first Mayor, Councillor Ben Shields was elected
by Councillors at their first meeting on 28 September 2017).
The Volunteer Fire Fighters Association invited the new Mayor to write
about Dubbo and its importance as an economic hub for regional NSW.

Your Chickens have come
home to roost!

Written by Ben Shields

Ben Shields

Mayor
of ever
the Mayor
Dubbo
As
the first
of Region
Dubbo Regional Council the community
of Dubbo and my fellow Councillors have put their faith in me
to lead the Dubbo Region for the next two years. This is a role
that I have embraced full time and I have committed to being
available to all residents of the region regardless of what political
perspective they may have.

Many readers will know Dubbo is the home of the Taronga
Western Plains Zoo. The Zoo really is a jewel in the City’s crown
and delights thousands of visitors each year. However there are
plush Sydney surrounds was treated with total disdain by senior
many more hidden gems that residents know about and are
management
while
Troy
Grant, the
National Party minister for
keen to share with
visitors. Among
the top
attractions
there’s
the Dubbo Baseemergency
of the Rural Flying
Doctor
Servicebetrayed
and visitors
services
openly
his regional constituency by
centre, the heritage
listed
Old
Dubbo
Gaol
and
the
magnificent
insisting the RFS HQ be located in Sydney.
Dubbo Regional Council is the result of a merger of the former
Wellington Caves and phosphate mine. Our city has an outlet for
The Tathra
bushfires
is a clearCouncils.
example
chickens
Dubbo
City Council
and Wellington
Theofnew
merged coming home
most of the nation’s major retailers. We have excellent medical
entity
and larger
Local nothing
Government
Area has many
great learnt from the
facilities and theThe
Charles
Sturt University
to grow
its up. Top heavy
to roost.
It seems
substantial
has been
volunteer
sector continues
of the RFS
is fed
attributes. As someone who was born and bred in Dubbo I
campus.
Coonabarabran disaster of 2013 or the Sir Ivan Fires of 2017.
management, bureaucratic bumbling and a lack of understanding
can say first-hand Dubbo is a fantastic place to live and I am
What’s
more,
Dubbo
is one
of the easiest has
places
to to
getdisastrous
to in
of bush
communities
led
consequences like the
enormously proud of our City.
NSW. A direct flight will get you to Dubbo from Broken Hill,
The tragic outcome of this disaster could well mean that those
Coonabarabran Fires and recently the South Coast Tathra tragedy.
Cobar, Canberra or Newcastle as well as the capitals of Brisbane,
As Mayor of the Dubbo Region, my role is not only to keep the
who
set
RFS
policy
are
directly
responsible
for
the
fried
chicken
What makes
whole
sorryDubbo
events
worse
is we have the minister
Sydney and Melbourne.
Driving the
is also
easy with
being
at
water running, and the roads repaired, but it is also to advocate
of behalf
the south
These
metaphorical
chickens
are
and major
RFS highways.
high command
running
around
Indeed, the
average
house like headless chooks after
on
of mycoast.
residents.
In politics,
there is a rule
that I stick
to actuallythe junction of three
around
$350,000
– nowhere
near the
excessive
–heartbroken
that is “The Squeakiest
Wheelvictims
Gets The
Oil”. As
a mayor,
families and
ofMost
bushfire
that
ragedI out ofprice in Dubbo is
each
disaster
trying
to deflect
blame.
It seems finding a paid RFS
prices seen in Sydney!
have to be squeaky! It is my job to campaign and lobby for more

“The chickens have come home to roost” is
a popular saying that means “A person’s past
wrongdoings will return negatively to affect them.”

control that largely could have been avoided if the Sydney based
official willing to accept genuine change is as rare as finding hens
reason, I am keen to have the RFS Head
hierarchy of the RFS actually understood rural and regional For this obviousteeth!
Quarters located in Dubbo. It’s a long term push to de-centralise
The
same
applies
to
volunteer
fire
fighting
in
NSW.
It
is
truly
brigades. The current organisational and location structure of the
the RFS and make it more accessible to members. The VFFA
an honourable thing to join your local RFS and literally assist
RFS means that not only are local communities suffering butand
theI have certainly
Thefrustrated
continuing
way
seniorofRFS
dismiss the suggestion of regional
a few
members
the state
in saving lives and property. However, it is also important that
bureaucracy
with
this
push
and
I
make
no
apologies
for
local volunteers
ground
areand
becoming
more
demoralised
relocation shows a lack of respectdoing
for the communities on which
volunteers
play theiron
partthe
in the
advocacy
lobbying to
protect
so.
My
drive
for
de-centralisation would not be able to happen
their
and organisation.
thanbrigades
ever before.
they
are being paid to serve.
funding and more resources allocated to our region.

without the help of the VFFA.
It’s for this reason, I am a huge supporter of the Volunteer Fire
argument for
hasAs
hadthe
some
wins. of
Recently
I’m certainly
not saying
that the
weassociation
have anyissenior
official in theThis
RFS
I’mde-centralisation
obviously bias.
Mayor
Dubbo I will always say that
Fighters
Association.
In my mind,
essential
the Rural Fire Service hierarchy has recognised the strategic
to
make
sure
that
the
ordinary
volunteers
interests
are
properly
that secretly rubs their hands together thinking ‘how can I annoy
our city is the right place for the RFS. Without any shame, I point
importance of Dubbo and has committed $9 million towards
represented to government so better decisions and outcomes
local volunteer RFS brigades and screw up rural communities’.
to our
secureregional
watertraining
supply,
abundance
of land, direct air access
stage one of a new
residential
centre.
This will be
are made. It’s imperative that every volunteer firefighter in NSW
a centre of excellence
based inNewcastle,
regional NSWSydney,
and complement
What
I
am
saying
is
that
we
have
a
cultural
issue
within
the
to
Brisbane,
Canberra
and Melbourne, and
should be a supporter of the VFFA because it’s the VFFA that
training done at a local level. It’s a small win for Dubbo, but
protects
the organisation
RFS members as
a whole.
paid RFS
that
is causing the entire sector to run
having
incredible
NBN
speeds
along
with
being
the geographical
the kudos should go to the VFFA, whose lobbying efforts were
inefficiently
while
failing
to
understand
the
needs
of
different
local
centre
ofthe
thebureaucracy
state as the
major
reasons
without doubt the
reason
made
the decision
for why the headquarters
As Mayor I have a similar task as the VFFA in representing people.
this training centre
to bebenefit
in Dubbo.
communities.
would
being in Dubbo.
51,000
people call the Dubbo region home. Nearly 20 per cent
of people aged 15 and up are volunteers. The contributions
This small win for Dubbo shows the value of the VFFA. Because
of volunteers probably can’t be costed but there is no doubt
the VFFA is such
an essential
I again encourage
I’ve been campaigning for a very long time that one of the ways
Cultural
andassociation,
attitude change
is a mustRFS
for the RFS. Senior
it is people like the members of the Volunteer Fire Fighters
members to engage, support and join the VFFA.
we
can
guide
cultural
change
within
the
RFS
organisation
is
for
management and a minister saying otherwise is as useful as
Association that make Dubbo and the surrounding towns and
a massa great
decentralisation
toShields – Mayor
chicken
lips. Regional Council
Ben
of Dubbo
villages
place to live. of the RFS professional headquarters

a regional area. The reality is that city based administrators don’t
understand the dynamics of bush communities.

Page
8
necessarily

Summer
2017/18
Ben
Shields

When I last tried to argue that the RFS HQ should be relocated,
we ended up seeing the high command behaving like hens
during a fox’s visit to their chicken coop. The panic of leaving their

Mayor of the Dubbo Region

the volunteer fire fighter

P.S. No chickens were hurt in the writing of this column!

hields

ubbo Regional Council
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Congratulations!
Bargo finally gets its
brand new Station

This brigade is no different to so many others across NSW in
that it has an incredibly enthusiastic team of local members who
give incredible amounts of time to serving their small community.
It’s frustrating though to look back now at the incredibly long
battle they’ve faced to upgrade Bargo’s Fire Station with the first
discussions dating back to the early 2000’s.

During the battle, many questions were asked of the size/ fitout
of any new station and this lead the brigade to battle for CABA
to ensure that the new station would be suitably equipped to fit
the needs of the Bargo Community well into the future. The first
CABA operators for Bargo and the entire Wollondilly Shire received
training and equipment in 2010.

There was a push on by Council to move the station to a totally
unsuitable location (considering Bargo attend more than 100
responses per year) on the Bargo sports ground at a site that
would give difficult road access, restrict access during events at
the sports ground and was directly opposite a retirement village
with all the associated risks of mobility scooters being present.

It was around the time of CABA operations starting that the
Bargo Progress Association (then lead by soon to be Councillor,
Ray Law) and many in the greater Bargo community were made
aware of the ongoing saga of Bargo’s fire service, the community
and progress association commenced a vigorous campaign to
ensure that the new fire station would not end up on the sports
ground and that any new accommodation was suitable for the
future of Bargo. In 2011, Ray Law was elected to Council and
continued the fight for Bargo, council meetings became very
exciting for those watching Clr Law who was seen to throw paper,
deliver impassioned speeches on the cost of emergency services,
vehemently question council staff, calling extraordinary meetings
and dispelling flawed councils reports, the list goes on however
many witnesses recall the mayor (Col Mitchell) at one time shutting
down the State MP, Jai Rowell, from having input during a council
meeting (an excepted standard for many years).

Image: The Old Bargo RFS Station

The suggested move to the sports ground was driven by a council
requirement of (and they quote a Council Assistant General
Manager) of “little or no cost’ for the movement of the station.
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The list of ‘road blocks’ put in front of the brigade could form what
could only be described as the book of excuses, some memories
of issues thrust upon them include drainage, aboriginal title,
contamination on land that was vacant for nearly a century & on &
on it goes.
Continued on next page >>
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BARGO GETS IT’S NEW STATION continued

Finally it was determined that a 3 bay station would be suitable,
the brigade felt this would be undersized very quickly and with
what could only be described as a most generous donation by
a Bargo local, Bob Brown, in memory of his wife Betty Brown
who donated to the brigade, $100,000 toward the purchase of
a personal carrier and any remaining money toward those things
required in the new station. This allowed the brigade to negotiate
a deal where a fourth bay was installed at a cost to the brigade of
$50 000.00.
Along the way, both State and Federal MP’s, Jai Rowell and Angus
Taylor, supported the brigade with those issues that are within
State and Federal control.
Finally after a battle, which should never have gone on as long as
it did, add the commitment of a core group of brigade members
& thank god for the herculean efforts of Ray Law, we’re proud to
announce that on Saturday May 12th 2018, the new Bargo Rural
Fire Station was officially opened & this association attended.

Image: Official Opening attendees looking over the new facility

Image: Racking for PPE items

Image: The new Station officially opened Saturday May 12th 2018

Image: Large & modern – built for the future
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Image: An extra-large meeting / training room leading to an equally large kitchen area.
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BARGO GETS IT’S NEW STATION continued

Image: Modern Office with built in storage cupboards for administration items etc
Image: A gathering of the living history of Bargo Brigade.

Life Members coming together for a group photo at their new station opening.
Back Row L to R: Chris Huer, Paul Rogers, Kevin Small, Kerry Chisholm, Steve Snow,
Mike Gomola, Max Meuleman, Wayne Southwell, Greg Green & Brian Tinsley.
Front Row L to R: Jeanette Meuleman, Ron Meuleman, Robyn Huer, Marge Sully,

Peter Sully, Brian Page, Tracy Hoggarth-Green & Bryce Fairly

Image: A very proud group of individuals that made it happen. L to R: State MP Jai
Rowell, Bargo President Brian Tinsley, Captain Greg Green, Vice President Paul Rogers
& in front, former Councillor Ray Law.

Image: Captain Greg
Green proudly running up
our association’s flag at
their new station.

We congratulate the members of Bargo Rural
Fire Brigade on the opening of their new fire
station on Saturday May 12th 2018 - may it
serve you all well, now & into the future.
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Vale
Ken Lucas
1st July 1951 – 16 December 2017
Ken Lucas joined the NSW Bushfire Brigades in the Dubbo area
while he was a youngster, lured to fighting fires by his father who
was at the time a member of the local Brigade.
He learnt ‘on
the job’ as
was the case
in those days.
His passion for
fighting bushfires
saw his life-long
commitment to
the NSW Bushfire
Brigades/Bushfire
Service/Rural
Fire Service,
volunteering
through the ranks
of the local Eulomogo Brigade in Dubbo to the rank of Group
Captain- finally seeing him working for the Service as the Deputy
Fire Control Officer for the Dubbo City Council in July 2001.
In those days Ken was instrumental in developing the Service’s
operational capability in Dubbo under the then Fire Control Officer
John Jenks, overseeing the improvement of equipment, vehicles
and training for the local members. He always had an opinion!
…but would stand up for the good of the membership in the
developing days of the then Dubbo Bushfire Brigades.
In late 1999 Ken developed a passion for Fire Investigation in the
NSW Rural Fire Service after attending a training course under
the then Manager of Fire Investigation, Richard Woods. While
he was still the Deputy Fire Control Officer (DFCO) in Dubbo, he
volunteered to be the Honorary Fire Investigation Co-ordinator
for the West Region, well over his then responsibility for DFCO
Dubbo. From the very start Ken was committed to his new role
which lead to Ken to being appointed as the first permanent
position to oversee Fire Investigations across Region West in
2004. In developing the capability, Ken encouraged members
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of the Service to join his investigation crew to ensure sufficient
numbers of investigators were available to cover the Region.
Ken grew a reputation of being very reliable, increasing the
investigation capability in the NSW Rural Fire Service, training
members in other areas of the State and providing support for fire
investigations well away from
Region Dubbo.
His ongoing commitment saw
him awarded a Commissioner’s
Commendation after attending
a fatal house fire at Coonamble
in 2005. Located on a remote
property. Ken spent the next
three days working with forensic
police to identify the cause of the
fire under very trying conditions.
The former Manager of Fire
Investigation, Richard Woods
AFSM, spoke at Ken’s Funeral
and reflected on his role in
Fire Investigation, saying, “An
example of Ken’s commitment
was his involvement in the
investigation into the cause of
the 2003 Canberra Bushfires.
Fire Investigator Ken Lucas
Along with other RFS Investigators
and NSW Police, Ken worked
tirelessly with his team to find the lightning strikes of these fires
in the Brindabella Ranges west of Canberra. In recognition
of his effort at the time, Ken was awarded a Commissioners
Commendation.”
Ken retired from the Service in 2014, however he maintained his
passion and commitment to the Service. He remained a Volunteer
Fire Investigator and Operational Group Officer in the Orana Team,
responding to fires and helping out local members.
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Unfortunately Ken was struck a severe blow when he was
diagnosed with cancer in early 2017. Ken underwent treatment
remaining positive and driven to continue to enjoy retirement,
travelling Australia, camping and fishing and visiting his son in
Queensland- and maintained his commitment to the Rural Fire
Service. Ken underwent routine tests in mid-2017, however
unfortunately the cancer had spread; an operation and ongoing
treatment followed, and despite this news, he remained
determined to live life the way he always had, planning road trips
from Dubbo and looked forward to Christmas with close friends
and family.
However his future was soon realised – he was forced to cease his
treatment due to detrimental effects and the extent of spread of
the cancer. Remaining positive to the end, Ken succumbed to his
illness on Saturday the 16th December 2017.

A fitting tribute to a great man, a great friend to so many, Ken
was just a really good bloke, the best.

I first met Ken Lucas back in 2002 at the Dubbo Show having
been sent from Sydney to assist with the Orana District’s Comm
Ed Display through the provision of a vehicle known as; Big Ed.
Ken had a unique personality about him & after I referred to a local
brigade in attendance as “Booth-En-Bahh”, Ken quickly made
me aware that I was “a typical city type” & that I should “consider
going back home quickly”
Ken loudly proclaimed it was; Boot-N-Bah, not Booth-En-Bahh.
Ken & I hit it off from that moment & we stayed great friends in all
that time. We regularly stayed in touch & caught up as often as we
could.

Colleagues & Friends line up to say Farewell

A Memorial Service was held for Ken on Thursday 21st of
December in Dubbo. Many friends and family attended, several
travelling great distances to say farewell. A large number of Rural
Fire Service members from Region West and further afield also
were in attendance, including Commissioner Fitsimmons and
Assistant Commissioner York. Fittingly, an Honour Guard of
members lined the street after the Service to farewell Ken.
Kenneth John Lucas will be sorely missed by his family, his friends
and the broader NSW Rural Fire Service community.
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Ken was a very talented sharp witted man, there wasn’t much Ken
couldn’t do only he did have I felt, one bad habit in life in that he
absolutely loved Husqvarna Chainsaws over Sthil’s. We argued
that one always but, oh well I forgive him for that
Seriously though, I will very much miss Ken greatly.
He was without question in my mind, simply the best guy you
could ever want to know.
Rest in peace ole mate
Jon Russell.
Volunteer Firefighter
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CONGRATULATIONS GREG GREEN continued

Weeds in the System

was the Incident Controller. Greg ensured
safety of the crew through his leadership
and, as such, Greg and the crew have
Greg was instrumental in the building of
once rang Homebush and politely asked for some information
I turn 59 this year and this makes me one of the been
younger
decorated with the ICommissioner’s
extensions on the Bargo Fire Station after
members of my Brigade. I joined a real Bush FireUnit
Brigade
at age
Citation
for Bravery. regarding radios. I was put through to a person who was less
the Brigade worked tirelessly to move
than forthcoming. Two days later in passing with one of my local
17 because it was not a fanfare event. I do thank the RFS for
the station to its present location in Avon
Greg’s been awarded the NSW Rural
RFS inspectors, I was told that my local RFS office was contacted
some
better
equipment
over
the
years,
but
the
overbearing
white
Dam Road on 25 February 1984.
Fire Service 15 & 25 year Service Badge,
and told that I was not to contact him asking for this information.
shirt part they can keep.
further in 2003 Greg was involved with
Greg is currently leading the brigade
This officer is a “Weed” in the system.
ACT
fires
and received the ACT Fire
the forecast
change
a new
Ithrough
attend courses
where
I can to
and
am bemused atthe
how
busy
the
On the whole, most paid officers try to do their best but the
location
onceis.again.
“head
shed”
The current RFS leadership doesMedal.
promote what it
amount of rubbish that spews from Sydney, threatens to
stands
for, “Restriction
of Freedom
officers
Gregpaid
holds
the National Medal and a
The community
involvement
of GregofisSpeech” Many
overwhelm them. This flood of demand will eventually cause a
who
strive to provide
the best
can, know this
for a fact.
further
2 bars for over 35 years of service
not restricted
to the Rural
Fire they
Service.
“bush drain” (seen as a loss of paid staff with deep knowledge
and is also a recipient of the AFSM.
Greg has also previously been active with
of fire behaviour in their respective districts, respected for their
Most of NSW government departments have been put through
the local SES Rescue, Army Reserve and
Clearly
outstanding
recipient
for the
firefighting
abilities on many levels). The worse of this is that as
the turmoil of decentralisation in the past. Why not
movean
the
RFS
was a trained member of the coalmines
awarding
of, Wollondilly Citizen
of of
the
the best
our “bush” will be lost in the upcoming holocaust (see
HQ
into
the
middle
of
NSW?
“You
can’t
do
that!”
They’ll
say,
rescue.
Year
Award on Australia Day
– we
CFA2017
Management
Vic 2009).
“where would my kids go to school,
it’s
so
far
from
Sydney...”
Barton Highway, Murrumbateman – Just 30km from Canberra
extend
our
hearty
congratulations
to
The
Bargo
Brigade
crew
was
involved
in
Barton
Highway,
Murrumbateman
–
Just
30km
from
Canberra
Some members travel for days to get to the middle of NSW just
Weeds – grow quickly, use vital resources, produce little of value
a major MVA in April 1997 at which Greg
Greg. Phone: 02 6227 5802
to attend a course, if we were decentralised
we could goPhone:
to OUR 02 6227
and5802
are hard to eradicate. These weeds have spread through
http://www.murrumbatemancountryinn.com.au
http://www.murrumbatemancountryinn.com.au
headquarters.
the service replacing the respected FCO’s and other officers who
have left in disgust.
Three questions:
The VFFA greatly appreciates the support shown to our Association, its membership and the
The VFFA greatly appreciates the support shown Perhaps
to our Association,
its membership
and
the may
move of the RFS
to a central rural
location
1. How many of the “70,000” of us have been
to
Volunteer
Firefighters of its local aCommunity.
Volunteer
Firefighters
of
its
local
Community.
eradicate
some
of
the
weeds
before
it’s
too
late.
HQ at Homebush?
Greg has held the position of Brigade
Training Officer on various occasions.

M U R R U M B AT E M A N

We highly recommend that whenever passing by their way, please call in and enjoy the local

Weexperience?
highly recommend that whenever passing by Note:
their way,
please call inremoved
and enjoyauthors
the local
2. Was it a good
This association has
name & brigade
hospitality
they’ve become so well known for Motel Accommodation,
Great Foodthe
& Beverage!
hospitality they’ve become so well known for Motel
Great
Food &
Beverage!
to Accommodation,
avoid placing that person
in harm’s
way!
3. Did you feel like you intruded and weren’t welcome?
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the volunteer fire fighter
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When your travelling OUTBACK

Celebrating
40 Years
of of
Broadcasting
in this great
State
NSW,
When your travelling OUTBACK
make
sure
you tune
in to
When
your
travelling
in this
great
State OUTBACK
of NSW,
inmake
this great
of NSW,
sure State
you tune
in to
make sure you tune in to
You’ll here the best music selection

Outback Radio 2WEB
Outback Radio 2WEB

Outback Radio 2WEB
including the latest and greatest hits

You’ll here the best music selection
plus
Weather
updates
and all
the latest
You’ll
hearthe
the
best and
music
selection
including
latest
greatest
hits
News,
make
sure
585AM
is secured
including
the
latest
&
greatest
hits
plus Weather updates and all the latest
plus Weather
& all the
on yourupdates
Radio Dial.
News, make sure 585AM is secured
latest News, make sure 585AM is
on your Radio Dial.
secured on your Radio Dial

PIE IN THE SKY Roadhouse & Café
1858 BELLS LINE OF ROAD, BILPIN. NSW
www.pieintheskybilpin.com

PIE IN THE SKY Roadhouse & Café
1858 BELLS LINE OF ROAD, BILPIN NSW
At ‘Pie in the Sky Roadhouse Bilpin, we make fresh
homemade pies and other pastries. We serve a full range
At ‘Pie in the Sky Roadhouse Bilpin, we make fresh
menu including pastries and beef burgers. We also have
homemade pies and other pastries. We serve a full range
some delicious homemade apple pies and deserts.
menu including pastries and beef burgers. We also have
some
delicious
homemade
pies and deserts.
OPEN
7 DAYS.
EAT INapple
OR TAKEAWAY.
• Classic healthy French style butter puff pastry
OPEN
7 DAYS.
EAT IN OR TAKEAWAY.
– no trans fats!
• All
hand made
on premises
withbutter
naturalpuff
ingredients
• Classic
healthy
French style
pastry
& fresh premium
meat
– nothing
– no
trans
fats! processed!
• All hand made on premises with natural ingredients
Our range includes:
& fresh premium
meat – nothing processed!
• Gourmet Angus Steak Pies • Angus Steak Burgers
range
includes:
• AngusOur
Beef
Burgers
• Apple Pies
• Gourmet Angus Steak Pies • Angus Steak Burgers
We also serve:
• Angus Beef Burgers • Apple Pies
• Devonshire Teas • Apple Pies • Pastries • Superb Coffee
• Soft Drinks •We
Milkshakes
• Cakes & Slices
also serve:
• BaconTeas
& Egg
Rolls •Pies
Sausage
Rolls •• Superb
Pasties Coffee
• Devonshire
• Apple
• Pastries

• Soft Drinks • Milkshakes • Cakes & Slices

Or you can listen in anywhere
via the TuneIn App

Long-time
Supporters
of •NSW
Volunteer
Firefighters
• Bacon
& Egg Rolls
Sausage
Rolls • Pasties

Long-time Supporters of NSW Volunteer Firefighters
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RFS
Head Office
The Big Move West is on

Image: The actual site of the new RFS L & D

Section – Training Centre.

In July 2017, Minister for Emergency Services, the Hon. Troy
Grant, made an historic announcement that the first stage of the
relocation of the Head Office of the NSW Rural Fire Service “Out
of Sydney” had begun, with the announcement that the Learning
& Development Section was to be the first
moved to new a $9m state of the art
premises at Dubbo in 2019.

The area set aside is abundantly huge & allows for the State
Government to Future Proof the RFS’s home. The NSW
Government & particularly the Nationals, have a decentralisation
policy of which this great initiative fits so well. We’re anxiously

The NSW State Government partnering with
the Dubbo Regional Council to build this
new training facility for RFS Volunteers and
Staff in Dubbo. It will enable Volunteers to
undertake specialist training in areas such
as in incident management, road crash
rescue and fire investigation, as well as
member induction training.
We applaud Minister Troy Grant on this
decision as it begins the process of
Image: Existing old General Aviation hangers will shortly be demolished & relocated.
putting the “Rural” back into the Rural Fire
Service…because clearly, there’s nothing
“Rural” about it being located in Sydney….is there.
awaiting the next stage announcements being made regarding the
Aviation Air Desk Section, the Call Centre, Administration & the
Construction is already underway on land adjacent to the Dubbo
Glendenning Warehouse’s relocation.
Regional Airport. Much work is being undertaken to realign a road
Land is so plentiful at this location that the construction of a
within the construction zone and much drainage works forms part
four storey building to house all administrative staff is available &
of this project.
presents no issues with aircraft as the runways are at a distance
Existing general aviation hangers will be demolished & relocated to
& running in a direction which presents no issues now & into
the opposite side of the Airport in order to make way for the new
the future. The site set aside for the RFS is approximately four
RFS facilities.
kilometres from the City Centre.
Continued on next page >>
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THE BIG MOVE WEST IS ON continued

Image: Civil works – road realignment & drainage works well underway.

It’s a great new way of life & presents an opportunity for so many
staff to raise their family in a cleaner healthier environment with no
traffic hassles & just imagine not sitting on the M1, the M2, the M5
or M7, not paying tolls & getting to work in ten to fifteen minutes!
Health – Dubbo Hospital is large & well equipped however the
NSW Government has committed to a major transformation of
this medical facility with a $150m commitment to expansion &
improvements.

Image: The site set aside for construction of the Aviation Section including Air Desk

& the OCC

Dubbo, what once was a large country town has now evolved
into a vibrant regional centre which can match Sydney for almost
anything & everything. Schools, TAFE, Hospitals, Shopping
Centres, Transport including XPT’s, Greyhound Coach Services,
hourly direct Air Services to Sydney, daily return flights to Brisbane,
Melbourne & Canberra.
Shops include Harvey Norman, JB Hi-Fi, The Good Guys,
Woolworths, Big W, Jeans West, the Coffee Club, all Banks &
more!
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Image: Dubbo Hospital - Artists impression of Stages 3 &4.

RFDS – Dubbo is also a major hub in Western NSW for the Royal
Flying Doctor Service which provides critical support for those
in remote & outlying areas of the State. Based at Dubbo Airport,
a large Visitors centre exists adjacent to the aircraft’s hangers.
A planned project is to see the RFDS with their own Pilot Flight
Simulator at this location for Beechcraft & other types of aircraft
used by RFDS.
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THE BIG MOVE WEST IS ON continued

Whilst the purchase prices of beautiful homes are vastly lower than
that of Sydney, there are fantastic opportunities are available for
the construction of new homes with much vacant land available &
relocated employees may even consider buying small acreages,
the opportunities are endless.

Mayor Ben Shields deserves much praise as prior to the
announcement of local Council’s mergers in 2016, he had been
a driving force for his community in working to foster growth &
enhance the city’s financial future. Since the creation of Dubbo
Regional Council, Ben Shields, now elected as Mayor, has left
no stone unturned in working to see the NSW Government’s
decentralisation policy put to good use & with the support of the
local State Member for Dubbo who is also Minister for Emergency
Services, the Hon. Troy Grant, Ben Shields has been able to
secure the start of relocation of the RFS’s Head Office to a truly
Rural locality.
In our next Christmas 2018 edition, we’ll keep you all updated on
the construction progress.

Image: Country Life in NSW

The relocation of so many will also serve as a major boost to
Dubbo’s economy & will work to create many additional new
jobs in Dubbo. Dubbo Regional Council has been instrumental in
making this land available to the NSW Government & we applaud
specifically, Mayor Ben Shields, for the incredible support he’s
shown to this project over so many years now.

Image: Dubbo Regional Council Mayor, Ben Shields
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Goin’ B ush
Sand the
Driving
and Summer
FunDurra
From
fire ground
at Durran
Report by Vic Widman
Report by Vic Widman

Nothing teaches you more than real hands on recovery, that’s
New beaches
Year. Living
commute
If you have
been reading
over
for Isure.
But! Any recovery is dangerous and when it’s mixed
seem
to gravitate
towardsmy
theyarns
coast.
There are many
in in Sydney,
down
to
Braidwood
every
Friday
and
was
the
past
couple
of
issues
you
will
recall
with
sand
and
an incoming tide it can get deadly. Sadly, many
Australia that you can legally (with the correct permit in the glove
joined
by
two
of
my
fellow
employees,
that
at
the
end
of
2016
I
installed
a
fire
people
have
been
seriously injured and have died as a result of
box) take your 4wdrive onto, but of all the various types of 4wd
a
recovery
gone wrong on one of Australia’s beautiful beaches.
the
usual
cleaning
of
the
training
centre,
suppression
system
on
my
4wd
training
terrain that we can encounter, sand is the most unforgiving.
Howpeople,
quickly can a fun loving time at the beach turn into an
stocking food for the 35 plus
centre which is located in bushland not
Get it wrong and you get stuck almost immediately.
absolute
tragedy?
and picking up all the bark that falls
from
far from the town of Braidwood in the
The beach and Australia go hand in hand and over summer we all

NSW.
also
wrote Beach the
Isouthern
take 4wdhighlands
tagalongof
tours
upI to
Stockton
justgum
northtrees
of at this time of the year
So here are a few tips to help make your family beach adventure
consumed
the morning for us.
how in order
to protect
assets atand without fail
Newcastle
every
couplemy
of months
we end up
memorable for all the right reasons.
the property
a hazard
helping
someI had
poorinstigated
bugger bogged
to the door sills. Not one
This
tidythe
up included a test run of the
reduction
programI should
aroundadd
the as
centre.
of
my customers
they are there to
learn
newtoFirePro
fire protection system, it was
appropriate sand driving skills and follow my advice
the letter.
Permits

From the dining room I looked out the
window and what I saw sent a chill up
in water once
again reassuring
mepermit,
that if just because
reduction
of the
young
family
outsurrounding
for their firstNature
day of beach four wheeling
but with
Get your
youasee
a 4wd
onblack
a beach
my spine,
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pall of
anddoesn’t
grey
a fire did approach we now
hadyou
a chance
Reserve
or indeed
the to
remainder
of myon the beach.
mean
can go there smoke
too, inquire
from
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or
no
knowledge
of how
actually drive
was lifting above the tree tops just
of saving the building andnational
if we had
35offices or even
own 240 acre property in over 30 years,
park
the next
localhill
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spend
over the
- crap!
We did
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a fire!
Whilst
assisting
these people,
my up
customers relish
in the
idea relying on ussmall
other
people
for safety
there was
considerable
fuel build
amount of money for the permit and have peace of mind.
of
watching what
hastraining
to be done
to get
hapless
andan extremelyIgnorance
these
do your
and
now had
safe placeisn’t an option
surrounding
the 4wd
centre.
Thisthe poorwe
The
sizedays,
of theso
smoke
pallhomework
made me feel
seriously
bogged
individual
going
again.
get
your
permit
in
advance.
to shelter if it came down to that. The
obviously placed the centre at great risk in
totally inadequate in an instant, there was
forecast for the weekend was not good,
the case of a bushfire and, to be honest,
no way we were going to run out and put
with temperatures in the mid to high 30’s
every summer this is my greatest risk.
that out. As it turned out it wasn’t actually
but fortunately the wind was not up and
Previous hazard reductions that I had
on my property but next door. About 300
in fact was blowing from the Sth East,
undertaken lead to the death of 90% of
metres from my fence line with nothing but
unusual for this time of year especially
the trees in the areas that I had practised
30 years of fuel between us and it. The
given the heat expected.
this, so it seemed I was between a rock
saving grace was the Sth Easterly breeze,
and hard place in terms of protecting
it was actually blowing it away from the
The three of us were enjoying a late lunch
the asset but maintaining an ideal bush
training centre.
and chat in the dining room of my training
environment for the 4wd training.
centre on Friday afternoon, when the
Within minutes of this call from my
phone rang at 1.50pm. It was my Sister
It was on 19 January 2018 that all this
sister, my brother-in-law Dave arrived in
who lives a kilometre up the road and
changed - almost! I was at the property
Charleyong One fire truck, he confirmed it
whose husband is in the RFS brigade
on Friday 19th preparing it for a busy
was next door but also confirmed it was
at Charleyong. Her words sent a chill
weekend of 4wd training, I was expecting
out of control. I watched him access the
through me straight away. “You have a fire
16 vehicles with 35 people to arrive on
locked gate of the next door property and
on your property!” I said, “No of course
Saturday for their allotted weekend of
disappear up the fire trail, he is 72 years
we haven’t, I wouldn’t dare have a burn
training. Two fully booked groups (8
old and I thought I hoped I would see him
off at this time of year” she said, “Look out
vehicles in each) and a projected income
again.
the back, you are on fire!!”
for the business of $9,000 gross, it was
just what we needed heading into the
Continued on next page >>
reassuring
to asee the building enveloped
Given
hadsome
not been
any
hazard
But
it’sthere
usually
young
fella
who thinks he knows
it all or
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FROM THE FIRE GROUND AT DURRAN DURRA continued
wind changed. So we set about ringing
every person and cancelling the course.
Three couples had already driven all
the way from Victoria and were not far
away, they had intended to stay with us
on Friday night. I advised that was not
recommended anymore as I didn’t want
them in danger or in the way, there were
now a lot of fire trucks descending on the
area. Yep, this fire had already cost me
over $9,000.

That was the start to a very eventful 4
days for me from 19-22 January 2018.
During the afternoon of Friday as the fire
progressed I watched nervously as the
smoke continued to billow, but watched
the wind direction with even more
trepidation as it continued to blow from
the Sth East. I was later told that if the
wind had got up from the west the general
consensus was that this fire would have
gone all the way to the coast some 50
kilometres away, right through the training
centre.

I then thought it seemed obvious to me
that the training centre might be useable
by the RFS as a staging centre. We had
lots of area to park their fire trucks, we
had shelter which was protected by one of
the best fire suppression systems money
can buy, we had plenty of food and drinks
here, toilets and showers and we had
a land line for comm’s. I rang bush fire
control and made the offer, which they
kindly took up.

It wasn’t long before fire trucks with men
in bright overalls started to arrive and
push into the next door property, then
the water drop helicopters flew over and
even the big water tanker plane made a
couple of appearances. The cops turned
up and the story was that the fire actually
started about a kilometre away on another
property probably by some misadventure
with some welding equipment but that
was not proven at the time.
By later Friday it became very obvious
to me that this fire was not going to be
resolved for some time and it would
be fool hardy of me to continue with
the 4wd training that weekend, the last
thing we needed now was an extra 35
people in direct line of a bush fire if the
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staff arrive to provide meals and drinks
for the weary fire fighters. My job went
from 4wd trainer to chief cook and bottle
wash, helping weary and blackened men
and women have a cool drink and a hot
meal, guiding fire trucks to our dam to
replenish their water supplies and just
trying to make these fantastic volunteers
as comfortable as possible.

The fire burnt out 330 hectares and
miraculously never crossed the fence line
into my property, instead it burnt down
one side of the fence
within 50 metres
of my property and
then along the rear
of the property for
about a kilometre or
so again within 100
metres off my fence
line. I was lucky! We
now had a very good
fire break around the
south west corner of
the land making us
safe for the rest of
this summer.

During the rest of Friday and right through
to the following Monday, we had up to
30 fire trucks at the centre, over 100
personnel and three different catering
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FROM THE FIRE GROUND AT DURRAN DURRA continued
I had the chance to speak to many of
the volunteers during their rest and meal
breaks at my training centre, met a lot of
neighbours I didn’t know existed and vice
a versa and people from as far away as
Canberra and Moruya. The one thing that
struck me the most was the dedication of
these people to helping out, most were
not young people either. In fact, when
the temperature on Saturday and Sunday
soared to 40 degrees, I was amazed that
these men and women could continue
to do their upwards of 12 hour shifts in
the blazing heat, putting out spot fires,
blackening out burning stumps and tree
roots, all hard physical work.
The final red truck pulled out on Tuesday
morning, with the local volunteers
dropping in occasionally to check that
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no new flames had
ignited. The local
newspaper heard
that we had offered
our training centre
as a staging area
and dropped in to
interview me for the
Wednesday edition of
the paper. That was a
mistake, the rumour
then going around
town was that we had
started the fire just to
get some publicity!
That really hurt! But
it won’t stop me from offering to help the
volunteers again if I can in anyway. Thank
you to all who attended the Durran Durra
fire in January 2018.
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Welcome to
Cooma
Capital of the Snowy Mountains

Cooma is a vibrant town, steeped in
history and with an abundance of cultural
significance. From the engineering marvel
that is the Snowy Scheme to the region’s
unrivalled natural beauty, Cooma is must
on your travelling itinerary.
Surrounded by rolling plans, rich forests
and snow-capped peaks, Cooma is
the largest town in the Snowy Monaro.
Cooma is recognised as the birthplace of
multiculturalism in Australia, as 100,000
workers converged on the region to build
the mighty Snowy Scheme. The scheme’s
legacy is celebrated and honoured
through the avenue of flags in Cooma’s
Centennial Park, the Snowy Hydro
Discovery Centre and the Snowy Scheme
Museum in Adaminaby (55km west of
Cooma).

Discover the Snowy
Scheme’s success
When visiting Cooma, there are plenty
of attractions for the whole family. To
discover the fascinating history of the
Snowy Scheme a visit to the Snowy
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WELCOME TO COOMA continued

Hydro Discovery Centre is recommended.
The Discovery Centre is a state-of-the-art
visitor facility showcasing the history of the
Snowy Mountains Scheme, from the early
days of construction through to its current
operation by Snowy Hydro. Its home to
interactive displays, informative films and a
family-friendly café. This is a must for any
visitor to the Snowy Mountains region.

as leg irons, clothing, weapons, escape
devices and gallows.

Warm up this winter with a
beautiful brew
Cooma lays claim to being the first
regional town in Australia to enjoy the
delights of a cappuccino machine. Coffee
has been flowing through
the town’s veins since
the Snowy Scheme
in the 1950s. Today,
visitors and locals enjoy
the many coffee shops
in town. Whether it be
a social catch-up or
a quick stop on your
travels, there is a brew
for you.

The eclectic mix of cultures is evident in
Cooma’s restaurants and eateries. You
can dine out in style, or enjoy the relaxed
atmosphere of a pub in town.

Visit our friendly
visitor centre
staff
Enjoying all the Snowy
Monaro has to offer
is made easier through the expert and
friendly advice from staff at the Cooma
Visitors Centre (Cooma VC) and Bombala
Country Information Centre (Bombala IC).

Open Monday–Friday 8am-5pm, Saturday, Sunday & Public Holidays 9am-2pm.
Yulin Avenue, Cooma. Contact: 1800 623 776

Lambie Town Walk steeped
in history
The Lambie Town Walk is a 5km leisurely
walk, or drive, taking you through three
heritage listed precincts in Cooma.
Immerse yourself in the town’s history and
marvel at the grandeur of the architecture
at the Cooma Court House, Lambie Street
homes and Cooma’s Churches. Lambie
Street was the first commercial centre of
Cooma and is an important part of the
town’s identity.

The Cooma VC is open seven days a
week from 9am-3pm, and the Bombala IC
is open from Monday to Saturday 10am4pm. Cooma VC is located in Sharp
Street, Cooma, and Bombala IC can be
found on Mahratta Street.

Their knowledge of the region is unrivalled.
Upon your arrival in Cooma and Bombala,
make sure you drop by and say hello.

Continued on next page >>

Do not pass Cooma, go
directly to gaol
One of the great attractions in the Snowy
Monaro, is the NSW Correctional Services
Gaol Museum. This museum tells the story
of the 200-year history of imprisonment
in NSW from the convict era through
to today’s corrective services system.
On display is a collection of fascinating
objects of crime and punishment such
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Come & meet the Welcoming team at the Cooma Visitors Centre
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THE CURIOUS STORY OF RUDOLF DIESEL continued

WELCOME TO COOMA continued
His nightshirt was folded neatly on the
bed, and his watch was resting on the
bedside table. Interesting, his coat and
hat were found (also neatly placed) on the
afterdeck (the open deck at the back of
the ship).
To this day, the true story of what
happened to him that night hasn’t been
confirmed. That hasn’t stopped many
theories being sprouted, mind you. A
body was found drifting at sea 10 days
later (which couldn’t be identified because
it was so decomposed, and was returned
back to the ocean). Items that were
taken from the body were later confirmed
by his son to belong to Rudolf Diesel –
indicating
that
the body
wasKing
probably in
Image:
Avenue
of flags
– Meghan
fact him.

The Manilla Standard reported that he
had lost a lot of money, and was facing
financial ruin. However, Diesel was sitting
on some very powerful technology
and was in the throes of introducing it
worldwide. Cue, conspiracy theories
… none of which have been really
substantiated.
That boat ride was taking Diesel to
England, to meet a company called
Consolidated Diesel Manufacturing. This
company built powerplants for stationary
and diesel applications.

Keep in mind that 1913 was the year
before war broke out across Europe
between Allied and Central Powers;
France, the British Empire (and many
others) versus Germany and the AstroThe
which runs along Hungarian
Centennial Empire.
Park, Of course, the
Washistorical
it suicide,Avenue
or was of
heFlags,
murdered?
It was
revealed
later that
despite
hisMountains Scheme’s
German 10th
army wouldn’t want such abilities
was
erected
in 1959
on the
Snowy
inventions and
patents, Dieselofwas
a lot
beworkers
handed over to the enemy. All of a
anniversary,
in remembrance
the in
homelands
oftothe
of debt atinthe
… whichof
could
have
sudden,flags
maleficence doesn’t sound too
involved
thetime
construction
the scheme.
It comprises
driven him to suicide.
far out of the question …

from 28 nations which existed at that time, representing the first
of 60,000 70,000 people from overseas who came to work on the
scheme between 1947–52.

This is Diesel’s 1897 engine
– on display in Munich, Germany.
Image credit: Chris Thomas

Construction
the
Snowy
was managed by
Article courtesy ofof
Pat
Callinan
4X4 Mountains
Adventures – Scheme
www.mr4x4.com.au
the Snowy Mountains Hydro Electric Authority, it officially began
on October 17th 1949 & took 25 years, officially completed on
October 21st 1972.
The Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Scheme is by far the largest
engineering project ever undertaken in Australia.

Image: Janeen Brennan – Open Peace Landscape, a beautiful old Church in Cooma

Are your Membership Details up to date?
Quite often we move House, we change Email addresses or Phone numbers and
we struggle to think of everything and everyone to notify of those changes.
The last thing we want is that you miss out on getting your Volunteer Firefighter
Magazine and emailed Newsletters….and sadly some are.
Please send us any updated contact details to our Membership Officer at:
membership@volunteerfirefighters.org.au
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Image: Jindabyne under a full moon – Simply magnificent

Come Visit
Australia’s Alpine Playground

The Snowy Mountains is Australia’s alpine playground.
Boasting the very best conditions for skiers, snowboarders
and snow revellers, the Snowy Mountains is an
internationally renowned snow destination.
Holiday makers have an abundance of choice when it comes
to hitting the slopes. From world class runs, to family friendly
tobogganing, the four snow resorts have your every need covered.

Perisher Ski Resort
Perisher is Australia’s most popular snow holiday destination.
Located in the picturesque Kosciuszko National Park in
South Eastern NSW, its vast expanse makes it the Southern
Hemisphere’s biggest alpine resort. Perisher’s varied terrain is
suitable for all ages and ability levels from first timer’s right up to
experts.

Charlotte Pass Ski Resort
Charlotte Pass Ski Resort is situated in the heart of the NSW
Snowy Mountains, with all accommodation and facilities ski-in skiout. Completely snowbound at the top of Australia, Charlotte Pass
is only accessible by Oversnow Transport.

Image: Perisher Ski Resort

Continued on next page >>
Image: Charlotte Pass Ski Resort in the Snowy Mountains
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COME VISIT AUSTRALIA’S ALPINE PLAYGROUND continued
Thredbo

Jindabyne – a winter wonderland

Thredbo is Australia’s best ski resort and premier year round
destination.

Escaping to the Snowy Monaro is always a great decision. This
winter, make Jindabyne your next holiday destination. The town
comes alive in winter, and your key to accessing the mountains
this season, is right here.

Open 365 days a year, its home to the Australia’s largest ski
runs, best mountain bike and hiking trails and a beautiful alpine
village situated in a picturesque valley in the heart of the famous
Kosciuszko National Park. In Winter, Thredbo provides the ultimate
snow experience.

Jindabyne is the hub for everything snow related. From the
restaurants, cafes, and accommodation providers, it’s easy to see
why Jindabyne is one of Australia’s most loved winter destinations.
Jindabyne is located in the heart of Australia’s Alpine Playground.
Its glorious scenery will leave you breathless at every turn.
Lake Jindabyne glistens all year round, while the snow-capped
mountains offer the perfect backdrop for your next holiday.

Selwyn Snow Resort
We are the only family owned and operated ski resort located in
the beautiful Snowy Mountains of New South Wales. Selwyn is
here to show you what the snow is all about and how to have a
good time with your family and your friends!
We consider ourselves the best for first timers by providing
progressive terrain, working your way across the mountain from
beginner slopes to intermediate and advanced trails.

Image: Jindabyne under a full moon – Simply magnificent
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COME VISIT AUSTRALIA’S ALPINE PLAYGROUND continued

Skiing and snowboarding is a short commute from town. Both
Perisher and Thredbo are approximately a half hour away. Driving
to Perisher Ski Resort and connecting to Charlotte Pass Ski
Resort is straight up the mountain via Kosciuszko Road.
The SkiTube is situated fifteen minutes on the Alpine Way where
you can ride the steep ascent to Perisher by train, saving your
need to carry snow chains and buying National Park pass. Also,
being without parking worries plus it’s a safer and more pleasant
ride for your family.

Thredbo Ski Resort is further along the Alpine Way, and will shuttle
you in their courtesy buses to and from the lift areas and carparks.

Getting there
By Car - Most people travel to the region by car, as this is the
most flexible and rewarding way of exploring the mountains.
The region is well served by a network of sealed roads boasting
diverse and spectacular scenery. A fee applies for vehicles using
the Kosciusko National Park, with entry stations on three of the
main roads entering the park. Summer Daily passes are $16 per
vehicle. Winter surcharge daily passes are $27 (NSW Pensioner
Card holders are exempt from this cost).
www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/visit-a-park/parks/kosciuszkonational-park
By Air – Rex Regional runs regular scheduled flights out of Sydney
with flight time approximately one hour.
www.rex.com.au

Come Visit the Snowy Mountains
soon we’d love to host you
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IN SEARCH
OF A
CHIMERA
Words by Ian Glover. Images from Pat Callinan Media
and Courtesy of the State Library of South Australia.

Aus Explorer – CHARLES STURT
Australian explorers often set out with absolutely no idea of
what was in front of them, and no expectations of what they
would find. Charles Sturt knew what he was looking for …
and he was destined never to find it.
After seeing service with the British Army in the Peninsular Wars
and fighting American independence seekers in Canada, Captain
Charles Napier Sturt arrived in Sydney in May 1827, heading a
detachment of his regiment in charge of convicts on the ship
Mariner. He quickly settled into life in the colony, making friends
with explorers like John Oxley and Allan Cunningham – both men
who were troubled by the fact that some of the inland rivers ran
westwards, away from the coast. Could there be an inland sea,
they pondered? Sturt decided that there obviously was, and that
he was the man who was going to find it.
His first opportunity was in 1828 when, with Hamilton Hume as
2IC, he followed Oxley’s footsteps in tracing the Macquarie River
to the Marshes; also partially following the courses of the Bogan
and Castlereagh Rivers, and discovering the Darling River. He also
found out that if the inland sea indeed existed, it wasn’t in what
later became recognised as modern New South Wales (initially, the
whole country was New South Wales).

Image: Charles Sturt, by John Michael Crossland.

Two years later, he tried again; travelling down the Murrumbidgee
until it joined the Murray, which he traced in a whaleboat clear
to Lake Alexandrina and the sea – being disappointed that there
was no great natural harbour at the delta. His report, though,
was hugely influential in Edmund Gibbon Wakefield’s decision to
make South Australia the site of a new settlement that became
Adelaide).
There followed a series of fairly important Government posts
(including a stint as Commandant of Norfolk Island, then a rather
notorious penal colony, where he established a reputation as a
man of great humanity), and he embraced a number of farming
ventures – outside Canberra, at Mittagong and near Adelaide.
Sturt’s South Australian home, ‘The Grange’, is now a museum. It
wasn’t until 1844 that he could search for his inland sea again.
He decided that fulfilment of his dream lay in the very centre of
the continent, but his journey proved to be almost unendurable.
Extreme summer temperatures saw the party held up at Depot
Glen, near modern-day Milparinka, for months. It was only when
rains came that he could head further north to Fort Grey (now in
Sturt National Park), and on to the purple rock desert that now
bears his name. Beyond that, the forbidding sand dunes of the
Simpson Desert finally defeated Sturt … now almost 50 years
old. Shortly after this final exploratory trip, in very poor health and
almost blind, he returned to England where he died in 1869. He
was buried in Cheltenham Cemetery.
The Australian Dictionary of Biography describes Sturt as ‘a
born loser’, but this had more to do with his personal life that his

Image: The Darling River (perhaps the most famous of the Outback) was discovered

and named by Sturt – after Sir Ralph Darling, the Governor of New South Wales.
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IN SEARCH OF A CHIMERA continued
exploratory achievements. Lacking political acumen, he made
bad enemies in both Sir Thomas Mitchell and Governor George
Grey. Mitchell thought he, not Sturt, should be searching for the
inland sea; and Sturt was unwise in suggesting that he himself
would make a better Governor than Grey prior to the other’s
appointment. Numerous questionable business decisions meant
that most of his life was spent in difficult financial circumstances. A
decision to overland cattle to South Australia, for example, almost
ruined him; and dubious land deals also contributed to fiscal
worries.
But historically, Sturt remains one of our more successful
explorers. He will always be remembered as the first man to
successfully chart the Murray River, for example. And in contrast
to most of our explorers, he always got on well with Aborigines.
Mitchell had to build the stockade of Fort Bourke to protect his
men against vastly numerically superior indigenes; desert explorers
like Carnegie and Warburton actually captured Aborigines,
including women and children, and dehydrated them to force them
to disclose the locations of native wells. It’s not a good record,
making Sturt’s humanitarian empathy all the more remarkable
and worthwhile. He always offered friendship and empathy –
sentiments that paid off for him on at least one occasion when
Aborigines he’d befriended persuaded hostiles to leave his party
alone.

Charles Sturt deserves a respected place in Australian history.
His name is rightfully perpetuated in Charles Sturt University; the
Sturt Highway between Wagga and Adelaide; and for us, more
pertinently in Sturt’s Desert Pea and Sturt’s Desert Rose.

In the unlikely event that Sturt had been born over 100 million
years ago, he would have been right. In the Cretaceous Period,
most of central Australia was covered by the Eromanga Sea. It
had an area of a million square kilometres, and some scientists
believe it actually bisected the continent. As the sea dried up, it
formed opaline silica – now found as opals and opalised fossils in
places like Lightning Ridge, Andamooka and Coober Pedy.

Image: Aside from roads and universities, the most famous thing

that bears Sturt’s name is the iconic desert pea.

Image: One way to travel the Sturt Stony Desert is on Cordillo Downs Road, which goes from the Birdsville Developmental Road down towards Innamincka.
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(Warning – this story contains the names
of Aboriginal people who have passed away)
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Fast forward to 2016 and here I was in
Alice Springs about to embark on my
own 21st crossing of the mighty Simpson
Desert. I had no idea back in 1992 that

my life would take me in the direction it
has, and whilst 21 times crossing the
Simpson might seem like I should get a

a fellow outback explorer by the name
of Alan Whiting joining the famous Jol
Fleming from Alice Springs in doing a
very similar trek a year earlier. But to my
knowledge apart from this trip no-one else
had dared to attempt it. The plan you see
was to drive down the Hay River Track as
far as Lake Caroline and then head due
east, cross country, until I reached the
Queensland border where I planned to
pick up some station tracks on Ethabuka
Station.
The proposed route crosses Aboriginal
Land in the Northern Territory and then,
and if we reached Queensland, we would
be on private station tracks which we
would need permission to travel also. So
even before I departed home in Sydney
there were hours of negotiations with the
powers to be to gain access.
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not deter this man who has an enormous
passion for the outback. Amongst
many of his achievements he was a key
organiser in the annual Finke Desert
Race, he established his own 4wd training
company in Alice Springs and like myself
also established a 4wd tag-along tour
company taking people into some of the
most remote parts of our country. All from
his wheel chair!
But I believe the crowning glory in Jol’s
career was the work he did with the late
Lindsay Bookie, an elder from the Atnetye
people and member of the Central Land
Council. This resulted in the establishment
of the Hay River Track running from north
of Poeppel Corner all the way to the
Plenty Hwy and more importantly the
establishment of Batton Hill Camp where
Lindsay and his family resided. Jol was
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21 IS NOT ENOUGH! continued
forever exploring the vast regions of the
northern Simpson Desert with his mate
Lindsay Bookie and it was this relationship
between the Bookie family and Jol
Fleming that opened the door for myself
and my small party of 4wdrives to gain
permission to have a crack at finding Jol’s
original tracks from his 2015 expedition
east of Lake Caroline.

We followed the Hay River track south
from Batton Hill, the track here is now
well established and presents no driving
issues. Upon reaching the turn off to Lake
Caroline, we decided to visit the Lake
named by explorer Charles Winnecke in
1883 and this entailed the crossing of
the dry Hay River bed, this soft river sand
often catches out the inexperienced driver,
and many have come to grief in this river

Similar negotiations took place with
Ethabuka station now controlled by Bush
Heritage Australia. Access to their tracks
was dependent on many things not the
least of which was them knowing that we
were well prepared and experienced in
remote desert travel. That we maintained
appropriate communications equipment
(read satellite phone, PLB and Tracking
devices) and basically were self-sufficient.
My small party of 5 four wheel drives
gathered at Batton Hill Camp where we
discussed our plans with Tanya Dixon
Bookie, Lindsay’s daughter, many years
ago Lindsay presented me with one of
Tanya’s beautiful dot paintings and many
of our party were again able to purchase
these great pieces of art direct from the
artist. I also visited the beautiful memorial
to Lindsay which has been established
near the Batton Hill Camp.

bed. Safely on the far side we ventured
west following the wheel tracks that led out
to the vast clay pan of Lake Caroline. This
is always a special place with its huge clay
pan stretching out from the raised red dune
that sits partly in the bed of the Lake.

For us the Hay River Track at the Lake
Caroline turn off was our sanctuary of
safety, we knew from this point on we
would be on our own if things went wrong
and it was an eerie feeling turning the bull
bars towards the east and straight into a
sea of Spinifex with no track to follow.
This was where Jol had ventured a year
previous but now there was no evidence
of his party’s wheel tracks. We had Jol’s
waypoints loaded into our Hema navigator
but despite all the technology and all our
eyes constantly searching the red sand
between the Spinifex clumps we only
sighted his tracks on one occasion over
the next 2.5 days.
It was only 70 kilometres from the Hay
River Track to the Queensland border
where we expected to pick up some
station tracks. 70 kilometres of cross
country desert driving. Doesn’t seem
like much, but to get an understanding
of how difficult the driving was those 70
kilometres took us 2.5 days to drive. In my
200 series Landcruiser I never managed
to get out of high range first gear for the
entire time, my average driving time when
things were going good was just 6 kph
but the overall average was 3.5 k’s per
hour.

Continued on next page >>
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21 IS NOT ENOUGH! continued

The primary reason for these slow average
speeds was of course the fact there was
no track to follow, we were making our
own trail as we progressed to the east.
At times when it was my turn at the rear
of our small convoy I was surprised that
is was difficult to identify where the four
vehicles ahead of me had actually driven,
the vegetation seemed extremely resilient,
no wonder we had no chance of seeing
any of Jol’s previous wheel tracks.
Of course cresting the numerous sand
dunes presented their challenges too.
With no defined track to follow and with
each dune heavily vegetated with spinifex
and very scratchy shrubs it made the task
of finding a path over each dune rather
harrowing. Not knowing what lay on the
other side of the dune added to the fear,
a sharp drop off from a spinifex mound
could easily lead to a roll over, even at the
extremely slow speeds that were forced
upon us. Many times attempts to get over
the dunes either failed due to extremely
soft sand or from impenetrable hard
woody shrubs. Tyre damage from the rock
hard tree and shrub stumps was a real
worry but miraculously none of our convoy
experienced any tyre damage over the
two days of remote travel. We managed
our tyre pressures keeping them low
around 15 psi for the soft sand and also
to help avoid punctures and of course we
were all on Light Truck tyres.
The most arduous driving was when the
map showed we were crossing shallow
dune areas that might occasionally hold
water. Here we found more substantial
tree and shrub growth which meant
impenetrable and very scratchy dead
branches had to be endured along with
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the fear of tyre damage. This meant
deviating from our eastward trajectory
to find a path around the obstructions,
then of course we had to get back to our
planned route. It was a bit like finding a
needle in a hay stack!
Eventually and after 2.5 days of incredible
remote desert travel our Hema map
showed that we were nearing the
Queensland border, but here was one of
the worst stands of low trees that had
been burnt by a wild fire making progress
extremely difficult, we all listened to
our paint work copping the pin striping
treatment from hell. But we managed to
thread our way through the scratchy and
dense shrubbery and then with enormous
relief we emerged on the opposite side of
this woody valley back into open desert
country and bang on prediction was the
graded station track.
A collective sigh of relief was heard
amongst my fellow companions, but also
a tinge of sadness was felt by all as we
realised our track pioneering had come
to an end. The drive on the station tracks
through Ethaburka station took another
couple of hours and we achieved 70 k’s
in just two hours whereas the previous 70
k’s had taken more than 2 days.
It was an amazing 21st trip for me but
we realised we were extremely lucky to
not only be allowed permission both by
the Bookie family and the custodians of
Ethabuka Station to complete this epic trip
but also that we had had no mechanical
or tyre issues along the way. I cannot
stress enough how remote this style of
travel is and how you need to be totally
self-sufficient at all times.

* Great Divide Tours leads regular 4wd
tag-along tours across the Simpson
Desert, if you would like to join them
please have a look at www.4wd.net.au
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The McGrath Foundation makes life that little
bit easier for families experiencing breast cancer,
by placing specialist McGrath Breast Care Nurses
wherever they’re needed in Australia.
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Jack Mullins
20th December 1924 –
2nd March 2018

In March this year, Volunteer Firefighter Jack Mullins, a Terrey Hills
resident since 1955, passed away peacefully surrounded by his
family in the family home that he built in Yulong Avenue.

Deputy Captain at Terrey Hills brigade. Jack and Greg fought many
fires together over the years and Jack was delighted when Greg
immediately re-joined the local brigade upon his retirement.

He was 93.

Jack was bestowed Life Membership of Terrey Hills many years ago
and remained engaged as much as he could despite his advancing
years. He was still turning out to fires in his 80s and attended the
Brigade’s 75th anniversary dinner and Christmas meeting in late 2017.
In 2016 Terrey Hills brigade paid tribute to him by naming its meeting
room the “Jack Mullins Room”. At the dedication ceremony Deputy
Commissioner Rob Rogers presented Jack with his Long Service
Medal with a gold clasp signifying more than 50 years of service.

On Thursday 15th March at the Terrey Hills Community Centre,
hundreds of locals & RFS members gathered to farewell Terrey
Hills Brigades longest serving member – Jack Mullins. Parked
outside were Belrose Brigade’s old Blitz tanker and a tanker trailer,
both of which Jack was familiar with from his early days in the
brigade. Senior officers from both the RFS and FRNSW attended
to pay their respects.
Jack, who served in the RAAF in World War II then re-trained as
a carpenter, moved to Terrey Hills in 1955 and built the family
home where he and his wife Pat raised their family and where
both of them ultimately passed away. Soon after moving to the
area Jack and Pat were told that all residents were expected to
do their bit in the small community, and they immediately became
involved in a range of community organisations. Jack had fought
bushfires during the war and the 1946 Blue Mountains fires, so
he decided to join the local brigade. At that time the Captain was
Len Rhoades, also an RAAF veteran, and a person with a huge
knowledge of bushcraft and bushfire behaviour. Another local war
veteran, Keith Joiner, became the Deputy Captain in charge of
the Duffys Forest division, with Jack in charge of the Terrey hills
division. Keith ultimately became Captain of the new Duffys Forest
Brigade in the early 1960s and like Jack, continued a life-long
association with his brigade until his passing.

Jack served for many years as a Deputy Captain and held other
positions in the brigade such as Deputy President and alternate
council delegate. He fought major fires in the Warringah District in
1957, 1965, 1968, 1971, 1979, 1991 and 1994, and in his quiet,
calm, manner, mentored generations of younger firefighters. One
of them was his son Greg, who joined the Bush Fire Brigade in
1972, then became a full-time firefighter with the NSWFB in 1978.
Greg ultimately became the second longest serving Commissioner
of Fire & Rescue NSW, he retired in 2017, and is now back as a
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Jack suffered a health setback in December and passed away
peacefully at home on March 2 with his family around him. He was 93
and was a member of Terrey Hills for 63 of those years.
It will never be the same not seeing Jack’s smiling face, his pleasant
demeanour around the Shop’s at Terrey Hills. Jack’s a great example
of what it is to be an Aussie Volunteer, he was every bit a real
gentleman & we say; Thank You Jack….for your service to your local
Community & to the wider Communities of NSW.

Image: Front page of the Daily Mirror

Image: Jack Mullins – Volunteer
January 1967 Jack Mullins on the left with Firefighter & Life Member Terrey Hills
hat on & pointing.
Rural Fire Brigade
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Angel Flight wins I’m A Celebrity
Get Me out of Here 2018
By Julie-Anne Scott
Media Officer -Angel Flight Australia
The staff, volunteers and supporters of Angel Flight Australia are
celebrating comedian Fiona O’Loughlin being crowned Queen of
the Jungle on I’m A Celebrity…Get Me out of Here.

Crees has been volunteering with the organisation since 2008 and
completed his 200th mission on the 26th February with a flight
from Kingscote to Adelaide with passenger Debra.

Fiona has been a supporter of Angel Flight since the beginning
and the 54 year old comedian has done Angel Flight proud by
dealing with all her challenges in the jungle with grace and bravery.
She went through an
incredible personal
journey during her
time in the jungle
and experienced
a life changing
transformation. First
prize on the reality TV
show is a massive
$100,000 donation
to Angel Flight which
will go a long way
to assist people
dealing with the triple
trouble of bad health,
poor finances and
daunting distances.
Image: Comedian Fiona O’Loughlin crowned

Angel Flight CEO
Marjorie Pagani
said supporters like Fiona are the backbone of the Angel Flight
community.
Queen of the Jungle on I’m A Celebrity…Get
Me out of Here

“Fiona’s support and contribution allows Angel Flight to provide
help where help is needed for our country friends who need to
attend city medical appointments,” she said.
“Fiona has made an outstanding contribution to the people of rural
and regional Australia and this generous donation will make a huge
difference to the lives of hundreds of country people going through
difficult times,” Mrs Pagani said.

Sydney pilot
Peter Clisdell also
celebrated his 200th
flight on the 19th
March on a flight
from Merimbula to
Bankstown.
Image: Pilot Owen Crees, with Angel Flight CEO,

Angel Flight CEO

Marjorie Pagani. Peter has been volunteering since 2010. Marjorie Pagani said

without pilots like
Owen and Peter,
Angel Flight would
cease to exist.

Image: Pilot Peter Clisdell and his wife Helen celebrating

“These pilots get to
do something they
love while also helping
the people who really
need help,” she said.

his 200th Angel Flight at Bankstown Airport.

“The 400 missions
that these two pilots have flown have helped 400 families get the
medical help which they can’t get in their own communities.”
Angel Flight has now completed 21,940 missions since our
inception in 2003.
That means we have flown more than 60,000 people from their
rural and regional towns to the major cities to attend medical
appointments.
If you are interested in becoming a Volunteer Pilot, Earth Angel
(driver), are a Medical Professional or think you may qualify for an
Angel Flight please visit www.angelflight.org.au to learn more
about this wonderful organisation.

Meanwhile in other Angel Flight news two Angel Flight pilots
celebrated their 200th volunteer flights. Adelaide pilot Owen
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An opportunity to say

Thank You
Image above: FCO John Hojel of Baulkham Hills District Bushfire Brigades in the early 90’s.

W

HILST this is an association that represents Volunteers
only, never let it be said that we don’t acknowledge great
people that go above & beyond to help Volunteer Firefighters in
their roles.
We felt it was appropriate to single out one particular salaried staff
member of the RFS.

& it all relates back to the man in charge; John Hojel. Everything
about the Hills District is positive, John’s red fleet vehicles are well
known for their immaculate presentation with coach scroll work on
the cabinets. His Volunteers have for years & still to this day, they
praise John for the way in which he treats everyone.

John has served in the District Managers position now for 28
years, he’s served the NSW Bush Fire Brigades / NSW Rural Fire
Service for over 50 years & has attended, managed endless fires
in that time such as the 1975 fires as a Volunteer at Annangrove,
the 1991 and 2002 fires locally as the FCO.

Late last year we
heard that John
had reached a,
well let’s say, a
special birthday &
we sent our best
wishes to him.
We know as do
the Volunteers
within The Hills
District that
one day, John
will decide to
purchase that
luxury caravan &
the flashy 4wd &
start to enjoy a
very well-earned
retirement. But
Image: The Hills District Manager, Superintendent John Hojel whilst it does
sound somewhat
selfish, we certainly hope as do his local troops that the “R” day is
a long way off….because they’ll never find a replacement that is as
well respected & loved as John is among his local Volo’s. In John’s
role, you don’t buy respect, you don’t command it like in the army,
you earn it & he has certainly earnt it.

You know, for all the issues we hear of around the state, you never
ever hear anything but good things coming out of The Hills District

Thank You John Hojel for everything you do for Volunteer
Firefighters, past & present.

This man, who was once every bit a Volunteer Firefighter himself,
took on a salaried role of running his district back when we were
under local Government Control, local council days.
We refer to District Manager, Superintendent John Hojel of The
Hills District (formerly known as Baulkham Hills in Sydney).
John joined the Annangrove Bush Fire Brigade in 1968 & during
his time at Annangrove, he held many positions within the brigade
and in 1977 he was appointed Brigade Captain.
In 1980, John’s outstanding qualities of dedication and leadership
were further recognised by his appointment as Deputy Group
Captain by the then Fire Control Officer, Mr. Lionel Smith.
In 1985 John was employed by the Baulkham Hills Shire Council
as the Deputy Fire Control Officer & in 1990, he was appointed
Fire Control Officer for Baulkham Hills Shire.
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ST R O N G E R
TO G E T H E R

We are Stronger Together when we
speak as one to bring positive change
on the environment, biosecurity, water,
economics, crops, animals, trade and
rural affairs.

We are Stronger Together when
you join one of our 100+ branches
and get access to the farmers,
governments and stakeholders who
make decisions.

We are Stronger Together when you get
easy access to farming experts, labour
advice and education on the latest
research and innovation to boost profits
and sustainability.

We are Stronger Together when
you join the vibrant NSW Farmers
network, which is shaping rural
communities and strengthening the
industry with no-nonsense advice.

JOIN ONLINE TODAY
w w w. n sw fa r m e rs.o rg .a u
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Chris Nesbitt, AFSM

On July 26th 2017, the RFS & the wider communities of NSW lost
a truly great man.
Chris Nesbitt joined the NSW Bushfire Brigades, Headquarters
Brigade, within the Baulkham Hills District in 1975. He was
appointed a Deputy Captain of the brigade the following year and
another year later in 1977, he was voted in as Captain. Chris held
the position of Captain of the Headquarters Brigade for over 10
years.
Then in 1988 with the site of the Headquarters Brigade Station
being sold by Council, the Brigade relocated to Round Corner
where a new Fire Control Centre for the Hills District and a new
Brigade Station was built. With this move, the Headquarters and
Round Corner Brigades were merged together and Chris worked
with the Captain of the Round Corner Brigade, Bjorn Isberg, to
successfully bring the two brigades together. Chris served as the
first Captain of the merged brigade before standing down to be
replaced by Bjorn.

Image: Chris back in the early 80’s.

Image: Chris with former Baulkham Hills

FCO, Lionel Smith.
Image:

Chris scores
a jackpot
(well it was
in those days)
12 bottles of
Leo Burring’s
Leibfrauwine

Chris continued with Round Corner Brigade as Senior Deputy
Captain for a number of years before he was voted in as a Deputy
Group Captain for The Hills in the mid 1990’s. This was a position
he held for around 10 years before he joined the Rural Fire Service
in a staff position as Learning and Development Officer for The
Hills District.
The Volunteer FireFighter Winter 2018

During Chris’s early years, the things that really stood out was that
he was a very likable individual, he had an incredible level of dry
wit & humour that always gave many people some great laughs
along the way.
Back in the late 70’s & early 80’s, Chris was the author of the Shire
of Baulkham Hills, Bushfire Brigade Monthly Newsletter known as;
KIMBA.
Anyone that recalls KIMBA would know that Chris was a master
at taking the…., well you know, out of anyone or any brigade
but never ever with an ounce
of malice. He could see the
funny side of some let’s say,
unfortunate mishaps, that
brigades make along the way
in life.
He just kept people laughing.
In a career both volunteer
and staff spanning 40 years
with the NSW Bushfire / Rural
Fire Service, Chris Nesbitt
has helped train hundreds
of new firefighters, and was
instrumental at a state level
with bringing standardised
Image: Even Santa couldn’t escape him
training formats to the service
& in 2004 at the 40th Anniversary Dinner of the Round Corner
Brigade, Chris was made a Life Member.
Chris continued as Learning and Development Officer in the Hills
for around 10 years reaching the rank of Inspector before he
retired in 2016 due to ill health. Unfortunately Chris passed away in
2017 and he will be greatly missed by all who knew him.
Dedicated every day that he was part of our organisation be it
Voluntary or paid, Chris was an
incredibly valuable component of
the Bushfire Brigades & the RFS
as we know it today.
He will not be forgotten for his
invaluable contribution to the
organisation he loved so dearly.
Rest in Peace Ole Mate
and Thank You
Image: Chris Nesbitt receiving his

AFSM at Government House.
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RFDS Flight to face-saving surgery
Late in 2017, what should have been a nice
afternoon between mum and daughter
feeding horses instead ended with an
urgent dash to Sydney on a Royal Flying
Doctor Service flight.
“One of the horses got excited and ran past and kicked
Natasha in the face,” recalls Collette, Schweikert, Natasha’s
mother. “I didn’t actually see it. He came bolting towards
me and she was lying on the ground. She can’t actually
remember being kicked because it knocked her out.”
Collette went straight over to her daughter, who was lying
face down and becoming conscious again.
“She went to get up but couldn’t,” says Collette. “She
stayed face first on the dirt and the rocks. I noticed a pool
of blood under her face. The horse was 500 kilograms and
16 hands. He had a big kick in him.”
After CT scans taken to Broken Hill Hospital revealed
serious injuries Natasha was prepared for a flight Sydney,
so she could undergo urgent surgery to repair the damage
to her face.
“Natasha was just so amazingly calm. She couldn’t see her
face, didn’t know what sort of a mess her face was in. She
ended up with two black eyes and a hoof-print on her
check.
“But she was so comfortable on the plane with two
doctors and a flight nurse. She even fell asleep. By this
stage it was well into the night and we landed very early
in the morning. It was sunrise as she was coming off the
plane.” says Collette.

Natasha strapped in for her flight to the Sydney Children’s
Hospital.

anything. But she had to have pureed food for Christmas!
“She’s back on the horse now. She is hesitant, but it was an
accident. The horse just happened to kick out as he flew
past her.”
Collette and Natasha still have some checkups in Sydney,
but they can now drive down and back.
“The Flying Doctor team were lovely people, they were so
calm; that helped me through a long night,” says Collette.
“And without being able to get that surgery, things would
have been very different for Natasha. It’s just so lucky that
we had the Flying Doctor.”

From the airport, Natasha was taken by ambulance to the
hospital where she went into surgery.
“Tash was there for a week,” says Collette. “The surgeons
did an amazing job – she’s got some scarring, but hardly

You can donate to the Flying
Doctor by calling
02 9941 8888.
You can also donate on the
Flying Doctor website at
www.flyingdoctor.org.au
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A letter from
Philip Donato
Member for Orange
It is with great pleasure that I have the chance to
address the members and supporters of the Volunteer
Fire Fighters Association, a great organisation indeed
and all round great bunch of men and women.
Politician is a dirty word these days. Hardly anyone trusts them,
and the age old saying of “they’re only doing it for votes” has been
spun around every pub, café, meeting and dinner tables more than
one can count.
I am a politician in name only, my real job is more akin to be a
conduit between the Government all the way in Sydney and the
77,901 people that I represent in the electorate of Orange.
Getting to the core of the issues that matter to them and being
open and accessible to your community is only half the battle.
The other half is taking the fight, and believe me it is a fight, to
Parliament.
As the sole member of the Shooters Fishers and Farmers Party in
the Lower House, I am constantly voicing and fighting for issues
that the Government should be doing. More importantly, I am
holding the supposedly rural party, the Nationals, to account on all
their promises and failures.
Our party delivers for our constituents because we are fighters and
we are not silent on the issues that everyone else is too afraid to
tackle.

Allow me to share just some of the recent issues and
achievements I have been working on in Parliament over the last
couple months on behalf of my constituents:

• Legislated drought relief funding for farmers.
• 24/7 Nursing care in nursing homes after the State
Government caved into big business lobby groups.
• 40 km speed limits around police and emergency
services personal to stop fatalities.
• A full time palliative care facility at Orange hospital.
• A brand-new car park for Orange hospital.
• Flood proofing the Newell Highway at Parkes and
Forbes.
• Frequent mobile offices and community meetings in
smaller regional towns of my electorate.
As our party has done for many years, I will continue to support
the VFFA and its goals and ambitions.
We are the party for farmers and regional NSW.
If you want to follow what I’ve been up to or just have a
chat, follow me on Facebook or email me at philip.donato@
parliament.nsw.gov.au.
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Said Hanrahan
Article by Vik Jurskis

Ninety nine years after Patrick Hartigan (alias John O’Brien)
penned his classic poem encapsulating the nature of
Australia, it’s timely to assess how things have changed.
Here are a few extracts to jog the memory:
“If rain don’t come this month,” said Dan,
And cleared his throat to speak-“We’ll all be rooned,” said Hanrahan,
“If rain don’t come this week.”
In God’s good time down came the rain; …
And dams filled overtop;
“We’ll all be rooned,” said Hanrahan,
“If this rain doesn’t stop.”
And stop it did, in God’s good time; …
And, oh, the smiles on every face,
As happy lad and lass
Through grass knee-deep on Casey’s place
Went riding down to Mass.
“There’ll be bush-fires for sure, me man,
There will, without a doubt;
We’ll all be rooned,” said Hanrahan,
“Before the year is out.”

We used to accept the vagaries of our climate and get on with it.
We prided ourselves as a nation of laconic pragmatists with the
ability to laugh at ourselves. Surveyor-General Mitchell saw the
Darling River run dry in the 1830s and recognised the need for
irrigation in the Murray Darling Basin. We developed water storage,
flood mitigation and hydroelectric schemes where and when they
were needed.
In the early 20th Century, Foresters tried and failed to solve the
bushfire problem by suppression. We used firebreaks, lookouts
and fire engines. By the 1960s we had canopy decline, pestilence
and increasing megafires. We worked out what Aboriginal
people had known for over 40,000 years. Broad area burning
and aerial ignition were introduced and things got better for a
while. Fairdinkum scientists from CSIRO and state forest services
observed and measured real fuels and real fires. They refined the
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physical science of fire behaviour. The results of Project Vesta were
published in 2007, quantifying the critical role of fuel in bushfires
under any climatic and weather scenario. By 2009, fifty years of
real data on prescribed burning and wildfires in Southwestern
Australia had shown the strong inverse relationship between the
area of burning and the extent of subsequent wildfires, irrespective
of climatic variations, so long as more than ten or twelve percent
of the landscape was burnt each year.
At the same time, academics without fire management experience
were developing silly theories that frequent mild burning would
reduce biodiversity and damage the environment. They ignored
Aboriginal knowledge, prehistory, history, logic and scientific
method, claiming that mild fires would destroy plants and animals
which have depended on it since man arrived in Australia. Selfproclaimed experts on fire ecology and management, such as
Bradstock, Gill and Williams are our new breed of Hanrahan’s,
and they also don’t see the joke. The major socioeconomic and
environmental problems we now face in Australia arise from
politicians throwing buckets of money at the New Hanrahan’s,
rather than having a quiet chuckle and moving on, as was the
custom when common sense prevailed.
Professor Ross Bradstock has spent decades building nonsensical
computer models on false assumptions, principally that mild burns
will kill mature plants that are (wrongly) regarded as fire-sensitive.
This junk science has been enshrined in regulations preventing
sensible landscape management. Now the Government has
announced that they’re giving him and his like-minded academics
another four million dollars to conduct ‘research’ destined to
interfere with pragmatic fire management. Of course that’s only a
drop in the ocean compared to the billions wasted on the hugely
expensive and ineffective paramilitary firefighting organisation,
increasingly relying on water bombers, that has supplanted
fairdinkum landcare. As disasters escalate, supposedly with
climate change, so does the funding.
After the recent fire disaster at Tathra where more than 60 homes
were lost, Bradstock suggested that broadscale burning wouldn’t
have helped to reduce the risk. He claimed that a 40 meter
“defensible space” around houses was critical and that burning
out to a couple of kilometres might help in some places. Professor
Bradstock contradicted himself by acknowledging that embers
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SAID HANRAHAN continued

carried long distances by strong winds, ignited houses at Tathra.
In fact, a firestorm irrupted about six kilometres away and jumped
the Bega River before devastating the town. Similarly, firestorms
jumped many kilometres across bare paddocks before ravaging
Canberra in 2003. There is no doubt that broadscale burning
across the landscape is essential to maintain a healthy and safe
environment.
New South Wales has recently announced a 45 million dollar
strategy to save koalas that don’t need saving. There are very
many more koalas over a much wider area than there were at
the time that Europeans arrived in Australia. Plagues of koalas
and bellbirds have irrupted in forests sickened by lack of frequent
mild fire. Ironically, the Government wants to increase koalas
and reduce bellbirds. This is the other side of the coin to wildfire
problems, but the environmental bureaucrats, the greens and the
politicians just don’t get it. I’ll give you a couple of examples from
the top and the bottom of the State.
I live at Eden, where koalas have always been rare in the forests
because healthy mature trees are not nutritious and palatable
enough to sustain them. Koalas irrupted in the Bega Valley
after European settlers disrupted Aboriginal burning and sowed
pastures, because there were lots of juicy young leaves in dense
new growth on the hills and declining trees, constantly resprouting,
in the pastures. The koalas died out in the valley, with the paddock
trees, during the Federation Drought. They were shot for skins
because they were dying of starvation and consequent disease.
Recently, they once more irrupted, around the year 2000, in
regrowth forests from clear-felling and wildfire that are declining
in health after 20 years of fire exclusion. Cynical green academic/
bureaucrats, especially Dan Lunney, misrepresent this as a drastic
long term regional decline, tempered by survival in a ‘climate
refuge’ (where
climate hasn’t
changed any
differently from
the rest of the
region).
This is a part of
the supposed
climate refuge.
You can see that
the trees are
dying and the
scrub is booming.
The irruption of
koalas is clearly
unsustainable and
the extreme fire
hazard is obvious.
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I used to live at Urbenville, where koalas and bellbirds were
very uncommon, because frequent mild burning and grazing
maintained healthy grassy open forests. Now there’re dying trees,
scrub, and lots of koalas in red gum forests, and psyllids and
bellbirds in blue gum forests. Supposed ecologists haven’t got
a clue. They don’t understand that animals such as psyllids or
koalas that eat eucalypt leaves are rare in healthy forests lacking
juicy nutritious leaves. Nor do they understand that predators such
as bellbirds don’t control their insect prey, rather they are limited
by the availability of psyllids as food.
New South Wales could save billions of dollars currently wasted
on self-serving, self-perpetuating research as well as an ecofascist emergency response bureaucracy. A small proportion of
the current expenditure on emergency response and so-called
research, directed to pragmatic, scientific land management,
aligned with traditional Aboriginal management, would be a huge
improvement. Removing the regulations that prevent sensible land
management would cost nothing.
Here you can see a healthy grazed and burnt stand on private
property in the left foreground and a protected declining stand on
State Forest, afflicted by so called BMAD, on the right.

This is very close to the new Mount Lindesay Koala Reserve,
and there is an overabundance of koalas in declining red gum
forest immediately to the west. It’s clear that lock it up and leave it
management is unsustainable. Rather than wooing green voters
in inner city electorates, governments should reinstate proper land
management.
As Victor Steffensen says; we need fire trickling across the
landscape like water. Under current management, prescribed
burns are roaring around like wildfires and doing more harm than
good.
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After the flames
have gone out
By Michael Scott Hill
As a young hotshot firefighter in the early
1990s, responding to wildfires across
Southern California, I quickly learned the
landscape of California experiences three
climatic seasons- drought, exposure to
fire, and heavy downpours of rain which
often produce localized flooding. As
firefighters, we all understand the flames,
and today we are starting to learn about
the harmful effects of smoke, but what
about when it comes to after those flames
go out, at least for across the hills of
Southern California?

Image: Wildfires in the USA

This seasonal extreme between drought
and fires has created a vegetation pattern
across the land in this region that goes
from minimal plant life in its barren desert
areas, to the thick grass, brush, and
timber found in more abundantly forested
locations where the root systems of
plants keep the soils in place. But when
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those roots have been removed by
extra- hot, slow moving fire deep - the
land can quickly get moving without roots
to hold the soils in place. This is what
happens during periods of heavy annual
downpours, which take place as part of
the local regional weather pattern.
When the erosion occurs around
drainages where vegetation has been
recently consumed by fire, it can become
so severe that large chunks of hillsides
can slough off in thick layers as the heavy
rains come to wash down over it. The
drenching rainstorms pick up freed soil as
it is funneled by the way of drainages into
streams, creeks, then rivers, and lastly,
out westward, to the ocean. The traveling
water courses quickly through, loose soil
and debris as it is quickly is transformed
into powerful rushing flows that can pick
up, move, and even crush homes, cars,
and lives, it finds in its muddy path.
In California these erosion events are
called mudslides but really they are
more of flash floods, created by heavy
downpours of rain, that also pick up
soil and debris with them as they are
washed across the landscape. The flows
become particularly devastating as they
pass though places where hot fires have
recently stripped away vegetation cover
and their web-like root systems.
The intensity of the rain fall is one of the
triggers to a debris flow but that can
vary from place to place. Other factors
that prove important are the type and
consistency of the soil the flows travel
over, how steep a slope it’s moving over

is, and how hot, and all consuming a
particular area was burned. The worst
debris flows experienced here take place
during times when “atmospheric river”
events occur, and 6-10 inches of rain falls
over a period of two or three days.
As a land manager, and firefighter, I have
taken part in preparing for these floods.
The preparation for mud flows are done
during the rehabilitation phase of a fire.
Teams are sent into drainage locations
across a fire’s area, to dig ditches to direct,
and channel future water runoffs. In the
course of streams and creek beds, trees
and brush sawed out that could in the
right conditions, create temporary dams of
debris to could break the power of a flash
flood. The aim is to prepare the ground to
be ready for heavy deluges of rainwater.
The plans put in place ensure torrents
of water is rapidly be channeled off by
manmade water bars, before the pounding
water is able to hammer away and displace
the soil layers. We work to ensure; that
if any water build ups do occur, it will be
mostly channeled water moving along,
instead of displaced soils and picked up
moving debris, being drug with it.
A recent case study of one of these
mudslide events is the one that followed
the Thomas Fire of late 2017. The Thomas
Fire raged through Southern California for
over a month between Dec. 4 and Jan.
12. Thomas is said to have been the one
of the largest fires in California’s history,
burning 281,893 acres and destroying
1,063 structures in Santa Barbara and
Ventura counties. Heavy rains followed
those flames across large portions of
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AFTER THE FLAMES HAVE GONE OUT continued
the fire’s area. Then on Jan. 10, and by
Jan. 18 Santa Barbara County reported
20 related deaths and 28 injuries from
devastating mudslides, flooding and
debris flows.

Image: Santa Barbara County Mudlsides

Although mudslides following large fires
in Southern California are predictable
events, immediately after a fire, you can’t
tell exactly where or when the rain will end
up falling. So you prepare for potential
impact zones by following localized
drainage and terrain layout features.
After the flames went out, CALFIRE the
agency responsible for the Thomas Fire,
spent some effort in sending its crews
into these areas to clean out drainage
waterway areas of debris, so that when
the coming seasonally predicted rainwater
would arrive it would be able to flow and
be offered clean exit paths to the ocean.
Even so, when the seasonal heavy rains
did come a month later, mudslides across
the fire area and other recent fires were
still experienced.
Strong downpours of rain arrived and
washed soil from the Thomas’ burnt
slopes which quickly it built up into
torrents of moving mud, rocks, and water
heading westward toward the ocean as
together they grew into very powerful
flash floods. Drainages and valleys, the
traveling muck passed through, were
scoured clean until they became only trails
of broken and torn debris. The mud and
debris flows were on the move.
They drove on following the land’s rugged
features until its cascading torrents of
mud, rocks, broken trees and branches,
smashed into residential areas where the
traveling debris washed directly onto city
streets and into homes, vehicles and fire
hydrants, wiping them out often in less
than a minute. Hydrants were recorded
during this time as being broken off
by tumbling debris, and together, they
pumped another 130,000 gallons of water
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out into the passing debris flows. Houses
lying in their path were torn from their
foundations, cars were tossed passed
other homes into backyards, and when
the rainfall became especially heavy, and
the flowing mud began to reach waist high,
the rate of human deaths began to spike
until they reached a peak at around 20.
Afterwards, it was easy to track the route
the mud flows had taken as all along
water course to the coast, were pockets
of water, mud, smashed in cars, broken
trees and limbs, and collapsed household
material.
Why was the loss of life and human
related damage caused by these
mudslides so deadly and devastating?
It all happened very fast, but even if
these flows hadn’t moved as quickly as
they did, it appears people living across
the disaster area often simply didn’t
think their possibility of exposure to the
coming mudslides after the Thomas fire,
would be as amazingly disastrous as they
ended up being. Many had been living
weeks around the Thomas’ fire original
fire-fighting activity where afterwards it
was believed their exposures to living
around the smoke and being so close
to the everyday fire activity had become
common place, and even anti-climatic,
and so that when these people were
warned of the coming danger of mudslides
these same people its thought seemed
believed they would be as anti-climatic as
the Thomas Fire had been for them.
The idea of a “mud slide” in terminology
seems also to have played into the
complacency witnessed in victims during
the event. In their preparing for the
event, the mental image of a mud slide
or some sliding mud about to take place
seemed to be the general point of view
of survivors, when warnings would have
been more accurate describing possible
raging “debris flows.”
In the worse hit areas, such as around
the city of Montecito, the heavy rain
storm that triggered the damage was
recorded to have dropped nearly an inch
of rain in 15 minutes. This is four times
the amount of rain necessary to create

mud and debris flows. Similar rainfalls of
this level are said to be rarely experienced
in Southern California, known to only
happen typically once in 200 years.
The heavy downpours of rain led to other
problems as well. The way the Thomas
fire was managed by CALFIRE caused
large areas of its vegetation burn extra
hot for long periods which allowed flames
to completely consume the soil’s rich
underground organic nutrient layers,
which even if the rains hadn’t come
soon afterwards, would have proved
ecologically damaging and tragic for large
numbers of species who consider these
lands home.
The cleanliness of human drinking water
also became a factor in the aftermath
of the mud flows. On Jan 9, the city of
Montecito issued “Boil Water Notices” for
most of its customer area, and later on
Jan 18th, Montecito Water District began
to disinfect its water supplies with superchlorination.
In the days that followed the spectacular
mud flows, and the damage they
caused, local government bodies were
already calling for a reconsidering of their
planning, permits and building codes
towards the rebuilding of any of the
destroyed homes and communities aimed
at hopefully limiting future repeats of this
event. Here in Southern California with its
three weather seasons, of drought, fire
and rain, it has another constant, and that
is, its population will always be pressured
to grow.
California is an incredible geographically,
geologically and biologically diverse
place. This rugged coastal and western
mountains landscape already holds a
very large population. As we walk into
the future this growth challenge is at
odds with the landscape. People will
continue to desire to build their homes in
fire prone areas, and yet we know time
and again after the flames, comes the rain
because this is Southern California’s cyclic
weather journey, and it will keep repeating
itself, just as it always has for countless
generations.
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The Phantom Says’

Phantom Numbers

It is such a pleasure to read the terms of reference for
Portfolio Committee No. 4 – Legal Affairs inquiry into and report on
As the fire seasons emergency
appear to get
longer, we’re
all spending more time
services
agencies.
helping keep our community safe. This has a flow on effect for our
Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination has been a major concern of mine in the RFS and
employers, our family, our friendships and our brigades.
it’s good to see that it will be addressed through submissions to this inquiry. I hope that
all
the Volunteers
thatcome
have and
beengone
subjected
to or witnessed
bullying,
harassmentHomes
or
Another
season has
with disastrous
results any
for many
communities.
discrimination
provide
a submission
without fearseem
that they
suffersome
any repercussions
from
and businesses
have been
lost and Volunteers
to bewill
getting
misguided blame
speaking
about
this abhorrent
within
the RFS.
for these openly
losses. and
Not honestly
that it’s the
volunteers
fault, weculture
wear the
yellows
of one of the largest

Volunteer
organisation, on paper,
the world.
Let’s
hopefirefighting
that the recommendations
of this in
inquiry
are not swept under the Government’s
carpet
and
that
any
or
all
recommendations
are
considered
and acted upon without fear or
So where are all these volunteers?
favour from the public servants that need to protect their own jobs.
As the numbers appear to increase “on paper”, talking to volunteers around the state it

Stories of bullying, harassment and discrimination have been around for years and it’s up to
appears to be the same people day in and day out attending many incidents. We are told,
us as volunteers to let this inquiry know of actual examples and subject those who bully us
work, family then the Brigade. For some it’s Brigade, Brigade, Brigade, work and family.
to finally face the music. This type of behaviour is not tolerated and it is expected that we
as
volunteers
should be able to perform our jobs without certain people making our lives
This
is not sustainable.
miserable.

We choose to volunteer, we choose to do this work, but when do we feel that we are letting

THIS
HAS TO STOP,
in aif submission
if you know
seenWhat
something.
our community
down?put
What
we can no longer
afford or
to have
turn up?
happens then?

Numbers on paper don’t equate to feet on the ground.

The inquiry is also looking into the relocation of RFS Headquarters. The soils of Homebush
Bay
turned
HQmanagers
2.0 but this
does
not hazard
help thereductions
Rural in Rural
Fire
Service.
The may
RFS have
needsbeen
to speak
tofor
land
to get
more
done.
The
RFS
Arguments that RFS HQ can only be in Sydney are nonsense as the SES are based in
manages the process through the Bush Fire Management Committee with the Executive
Wollongong without any problems.

Officer and Chairman questioning the lack of work done.

If the Government or even the Ministry for Emergency Service was serious, they may have
Hazard reduction burns can be the best training ground for any rural fire service volunteer.
pooled funds and created an Emergency Services Department in the one building instead
Bush Fire Risk Management Plans are not worth the paper they are written on if hazard
of refurbishing a building in Wollongong for the SES costings $$$millions, a new HQ for Fire
reduction
works
are not completed.
The RFS does
have toado
all the
but the for
local
Rescue
NSW
at Greenacre
costing $$$millions
and not
potentially
new
HQ work,
at Lidcombe
the
Brigades
should
have
input
into
the
jobs
on
their
patch.
RFS costing $$$millions.

As at
thethe
RFS’s
fires
may
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again in the
Courtininthe
theRFS,
near
So
end response
of the day,toifrecent
we can
stop
bullying,
harassment
andCoroners
discrimination
future
I
hope
that
the
Volunteers
response
will
not
be
questioned.
Thanks
to
all
of
you
that
get a management team that wants to listen to all the Volunteers and a new HQ that meets
have
doneofa the
tremendous
job again
this last
the
needs
organisation
in an area
thatseason.
will help the community, and not just the staff,
then and only then can we all be happy.
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How low can they go?
For the past few years we’ve highlighted the constant
personal attacks upon Volunteer Firefighters by the
RFS’s Salaried Staff.
We have endless cases from Volunteers across NSW, especially
the South Coast, and whilst more often it’s Sydney that has the
most cases, currently the Central West is taking the lead. Some
of these cases you would struggle to believe & especially the
situation our Volunteers have found themselves in after these
ongoing & cruel attacks. Some Volunteers have even had to seek
medical practitioner support, some have found themselves in a
position where physiological support has been needed, it’s just
downright cruel & unacceptable.
Whilst we know there are many good & decent staff, sadly
though there are a few District Managers that must be completely
removed from the service for they are clearly abusing their
authority in their repetitive personal, vindictive & horrid attacks
upon any Volunteer they either don’t like, or fear will get in the way
of that Manager’s own personal goals in life.
In our next edition, we’ll expand on the situation of one Volunteer
who in late 2016, was singled out to NSW Police by an RFS
salaried staff officer for an “alleged motor traffic incident” whilst
the Volunteer was travelling to be a part of a crew at a Hazard

Reduction. The Volunteer was travelling in their own car & was
wearing full PPE.
Five months after the alleged incident, yes that’s right, five months
later, the Volunteer was charged with Negligent & Dangerous
Driving. No one was injured, no Police were present when the
alleged incident supposedly took place yet this Volunteer has since
spent four days in court, has legal costs that have now reached
into the tens of thousands of dollars & the emotional scars upon
the Volunteer & family are enormous.
The outcome of this case stands to change the way in which
every single RFS Volunteer will commute to his or her station in the
future be it for a fire or hazard reduction because the personal &
financial risks will be enormous.
The predicament this Volunteer ended up in was put to a meeting
of the NSW Premier & the Minister for Emergency Services
in May 2017, with little impact. The NSW Government Upper
House Enquiry into bullying among a range of emergency service
agencies including the RFS, is still ongoing & this situation will be
raised.
We’ll expand in much greater detail on this case in our next
edition.

DISCOVER NEW LANDS

DISCOVER NEWLANDS CARAVANS
newlandscaravans.com.au
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Volunteer Fire Fighters Association
Membership Application
All memberships are free of charge
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Fire-Fighting Equipment
Designed to Perform

Australian Made

Be prepared this Summer

BackUp™ 16L

FireAttack™ Deluxe 400L-1000L

OnDeck™ 300L

FireDefence™ 600L-1000L

Knapsack Fire Fighter with
Double Action Hand Pump

Fully Drainable with Honda GX200
and 400L/min Davey Twin Impeller Pump

UTV Fire Fighting Unit with Honda
GX50 and 210L/min Pump

Slip-on Unit with Honda
and 500L/min Davey Single Impeller Pump

FirePatrol™

Single/Dual Axle Trailer Unit with
Honda and Davey Pump

Australia’s Safest Tanks and Trailers
w w w. t t i . c o m . a u

TTi are SERIOUS about FIRE PREPARATION! Are YOU?

